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Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
Ii

News
An agreement between the
University and Murray
Cablecomm will allow students in the residential colleges faster and better Internet access. The new technology also brings the added
benefit of fewer phone problems and more rapid download time.
Seepage 2A

OpEcl
Kern Alexander, Murray .
~tate University
president, welcomes back
alumni and
explains the recent progress
of the University.

RSEC litigation possible
•RSEC: Delayed construction on regional high school basketball tournathe Regional Special Events Cen- ments taking place at RSEC. Alexander said the revenues now have to be
ter may cause litigation.
Bv j ASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Delayed construction on the Regional
Special Events Center has caused
Murray State officials to take a different route in their preparations of
events for the center's proposed opening, which was originally scheduled for
August.
President Kern Alexander said the
delays have constituted the loss of
money for Murray State. The University may pursue the case further, possibly taking it to court, he said.
The Board of Regents has lost
money because the construction delays
hampered plans such as Kentucky

cut back.
He also said the tournaments were
originaUy scheduled for the 1997-98
basketball season, but because of the
problems, events such as high school
basketball tournaments will have to be
transferred to Racer arena, which has
a significantly lower seating capacity
(3,000) compared to RSEC's 8,300.
"We're looking at recovering those
losses," Alexander said.
"If this requires litigation, then we
will go that route."
In 1996, constru~on began on th&
new arena, but cracks were found in
the concrete foundation. The cracks
have been fixed ancf construction has
continued for the past year until the
announcement of the delay.

process of putting together an event
that
will kick off its opening."
"Tj
Todd said the center will open
between May and June and that once
it is up and running, she is expecting
to have an average of two or three
large-scale concerts per year.
-KERN ALEXANDER
..We will have pro wrestling - we
PRESIDENT
have talked to the WWF and the
WCW, and the WCW has talked to us
about
coming in and doing 'Monday
Although the delays in construction
Night
Nitro,"' she said. "Some other
have caused some problems with event
prospects
are Disney on Ice and the
scheduling, RSEC Manager Shelly
Harlem
Globetrotters."
•
Todd remains positive that people in
Todd
said
that
it
is
a
possibility
that
the Murray area, and even in the
the
Harlem
Globetrotters
will
do
a
region, will be pleased with the attracshow
in
the
spring
when
RSEC
opens.
tions that the newly added center will
She also said the Kentucky Baptist
bring.
Convention
will be held June 26 and
"There is not a set date for the open27,
and
a
home
and garden trade show,
ing," Todd said. "But we are shooting
a
boat
show
and
an antique classic car
for spring of next year. We are in the
P lease Stt RSEC/12A

this requires
litigation then we
will go that route. "

Rape
charges
•
•
1ncreas1ng

Say cheese
Seepage 5A

Our World
More than 400
iliRIIIiliiiPti farms call Calloway County ·
home. The Mur-

6A - 7A

Chris Weatherly/The News

8B .. 9B

Sports
The Murray
State football
team has suffered through
many positives
'----..r:::=• and negatives
this season
after two non-conference
losses early in the year.

'
h

NEWS EDITOR

CollegeL?/e

See pages
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BY j AKE BURGESS

offers a glimpse
in to the life
and work of the people who
depend on those farms for
their livelihood.

As the University celebrates
its 75th anniversary, we tak~
a look back over MSU's past
to see how it aJI began.

!'

-crime: MSU has had at least three
alleged rapes in 1997.

ray State News

See pages

I·,,

David Stubblefield, se!'ior from Paris Ten n., poses two of his friends.for a photograph. The p hoto is for
his portrait photography class which is offered by the department of graphic arts.

University reports to nationals,
Greek organizations halt parties
•Gr eeks: Fraternity parties were whichever is lower.
Sigma Pi President Eric· Travis concancelled last week after chapters
firmed
that the local cha~r had been
were contacted by their nationals. contacted
by its national headquarters.
BY )ENNJFER SACHARNOSKI
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

Open parties are being stopped by
some fraternities' nationals after their
headquarters received faxes containing
flyers and advertisements for open parties from Don Robertson, vice-president
o( student affairs.
See page
Robertson said that all the national
headquarters were contacted for an
interpretation and clarification on policy
concerning open parties. They were
asked to discuss these policies with their
Police Beat...........see page 3A local chapters and to clear-up any miscommunication.
Letters..................see page 4A
''If the chapters are hearing from their
College Views.....see page 4A nationals~ it is because they are not folCalendar.............see page I OB lowing policy," Robertson said.
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity and
Comics ...............see page IOB
Classifieds...........see page ISB Sigma Pi Fraternity canceled their open
parties unexpectedly last week after
warnings from their national headquarters that the chapters were in yiolation
of their national guidelines on open par.News.................. 76 2·4468 ties.
"No open parties - bottom line," said
College Life,•..•..7 62-4480
Mark
Briscoe, executive director for
Sports ......••......••76 2· 4481
Sigma Pi Fraternity, International.
Edit or-in-Chief.. 76 2·68 77 Briscoe said the Fraternity Insurance
Adve rtising ..•.... 762·4478 Purchasing Group, FIPG, guidelines
Fax••••.•....:..;..~.••.. 762-31 75 allow two guests per member or the limit
Onllne:www.the news.org set by the buildings fire code capacity,

JB

Index

New sNuntber:,·

&!!!!it_d

•Dr. Robertson is turning in fraternities that are not abiding by their national policies; therefore, we are no longer
hosting open parties until we have further communications with our nationals
· concerning our situation," Travis said.
Mark Wenrick, director of volunteers
and chapter development for Sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity International, said he
was informed of the local chapter's intention of having an open party because of a
fax received from Robertson.
"They made a wise decision by canceling their party," he said.
Wenrick said Robertson's fax included
an advertisement, saying Sigma Phi
Epsilon would host an open party Oct. 2.
President of the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity, Jeremy McKeel, said he
received a call from the fraternity's
nationals the morning of the scheduled
party.
''They said, 'Don't do it,'" McKeel said.
"So, we canceled our party."
McKeel said he believes the administration is aware of the alcohol-related
deaths on other campuses across the
country and and that they do not want to
see any similar type of occurrence happen at Murray State. The University is
trying to remove themselves from the
situation because they are afraid of what
Please-see PARTIES/12A

..

FIPG Guidelines
These are some of the Fraternity Insurance Purchasing
Group Guidellr~~s, followed
by most national Greek organizations, concerning parties.

Host a closed party:
•Member's, associates and
dates
•Umit guests to one couple
per member

Appoint party monitors
•Agree not to consume alcohol that evening

•

Appoint designated drivers
Do not use chapter funds
to purchase alcohol
•Do not allow members to
pass the hat to purchase
alcohol

Do not sell alcohol
•Charging for admission or a
cup and then providing alcohol is no different than selling
by the drink

Set starting time and end·
ing time
•Limit party to four hours

Do not allow bottles
Source: FIPG Guidelines

Since January the usually quiet campus of
Murray State has been rocked with three alleged
rapes and one attack that left. a female student's
face slashed.
On Jan. 21, a female student was attacked
while leaving the Special Education parking lot.
According to police records, she was grabbed by
the wrist and shoved against her vehicle by an
attacker who fled the scene when she activated
her personal alarm system.
The victim said that she knew the attacker as
Chris Wiley, a student who she went on a date
with in December 1996. The student said she
learned during the attack, however, that this
was not his real name.
On Feb. 2, the same student was walking from
her parked car to White College when she we
grabbed and thrown to the ground and allegedly
raped by the same person who had attacked her
only days earlier. The fem~le student again activated her personal alarm system, and the
attacker fled.
In April, police charged Ben Freitag, a junior
from Madisonville, with raping the student.
Although indicted once by the grand jury, the
case was sent back to the grand jury Wednesday
due to evidence apparently not available the
first time around. The grand jury's finding is
expected today.
On Jan. 30 another female student was leaving Hart College when she was grabbed by an
unknown assailant.
The attacker was believed to be holding a
razor and cut the student's face.
This attack is still being investigated by Public Safety.
"'We have three or four naines in this case, and
we have not eliminated all the names on the list,
but I don't think we have anything really good to
go on right now," said Joe Green, associate director of Public Safety, in February about the
attack.
Since the beginning of this semester two students have already alleged being sexually
assaulted by fellow MSU students.
On Sept. 12, a female student alleged that she
was raped by Cedric D. Moore, junior from
Marks, Miss., in her Hart College room while
her roommate was asleep.
ln a signed affidavit the victim said that
.Moore asked if he could come over to her room to
watch television. The woman claimed that after
watching television for a couple of hours, Moore
made unwanted sexual advances. According to
the affidavit, Moore left when the woman's
roommate woke up.
Moore's case was heard by the grand jury
Tuesday. Their finding is expected today.
Last week another student was arrested and
charged with rape.
Richard D. Smith, sophomore from Murray,
was arrested and charged with third degree rape
early on the morning of Sept. 29.
Please see CRIME/12A

C.D. Bradley/Editor-in-Chief
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Mid terms
Mid-term grades for
undergraduate students
may be picked up beginning Wednesday, Oct. 22,
in the lobby of Sparks Hall.

Drop date
Friday, Oct. 31, is the last
day to drop any full semester course to receive a
grade of "W:' To do this,
call RACER-TOUCH at
(502) 762-3500.

Audit date
Friday, Oct. 31, is the last
day to change any full
semester course from
credit to audit. Permission
forms should have the signatures of both the student's adviser and professor. The forms should be
turned in at the registration office in Sparks Hall.

Address changes
All students are reminded to notify the registration office of any address
changes by calling (502)
762-3776.

Fall meeting for
First District
Retired Teachers
Association set
The fall meeting of the
First District Retired
Teachers Association will
meet Oct. I0 at the Murray State University Curris
Center at 8:30 a.m. A
continental breakfast and
lunch will be served. Kern
Alexander, Murray State
president, Jody A. lassiter,
and President Eldridge of
Murray will be featured
speakers.
As guests of
Murray State University, all
retired teachers are invited to attend the Home·
coming football game on
Saturday, Oct. II, at 3 p.m.
Retirees should enter
Stewart Stadium at Gate 5.
No tickets are needed.

"Canoeing & Cooking in the Wild"
LBL's Nature Station is
presenting "Canoeing &
Cooking In the Wild," Saturday, Oct. 18, from 3-7
p.m. The event will be led
by "Ski" Witzofsky. The
event will include a canoe
trip across Honker Lake
and an outdoor meal prepared by "Ski." Cost of
the program is $20, which
includes the same day
admission to Nature Station. Reservations and full
deposits are requi~d . Call
(502) 924-2020.

America Recycles
Day set for Nov. IS
Nov.
IS has been
declared America Recycles
Day. The Environmental
Protection Agency has
teamed up with over I00
national and state organizations to help promote
recycling
during
the
months leading up to
• America Recycles Day.
Vice President AI Gore is
serving as honorary chairman.

Briefs compiled by Lori Burling,
Contributing Writer

--""""'
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English Language
Institute and CIP
to share Woods
excellent office space for the
lish Language Institute administrators, but we just
have any classrooms (for
will relocate into Woods don't
the EU program)."
Hall.
The ELI program has 125
BY BRIAN HENSON
students enrolled this semesSTAFF Warm
ter and has to borrow classrooms from other departments
After sitting vacant for over to hold classes.
three years and going through
"It's really a marvelous
several usage
proposals, development that we're going
Woods Hall is about to be put to be able to have some classback into use.
rooms devoted to teaching
Woods has undergone exten- English as a second language,"
sive renovations, including: Morgan said.
new paint, new carpet, new
Current plans call for Woods
light fixtures and other clean- to be ready for ELI and CIP by
ing measures.
January.
The 77,000 square-foot
"We're optimistic that we can
structure has been trans- have (the renovations) comformed into the new home for pleted for next semester,"
both the English Language Yeatts said.
Institute (EU), and the Center
Renovations don't come for
For International Program- free, however. Yeatts estiming (CIP).
mates renovation costs at
Dewey Yeatts, director of approximately $126,000.
Facilities Management, said
Woods Hall was formerly a
that office space, conference housing facility. The 40-year·
rooms, a computer lab and a old residential hall was closed
VIP suite are a few of the after the Spring 1994 semesthings the renovated hall will ter, due to low occupancy and
contain.
the University's desire turn
Michael Morgan, director of the building into apartment
the English Language Insti- suites.
tute, is excited about moving
The Board of Regents decidthe program from its existing ed in February to cease plans
location in Faculty Hall.
for apartment suites and con"Faculty Hall is just too vert the facility into an acadecrowded," he said. "We have mic hall.

•Woods Hall: The Eng-

Chris Wecllhcrly/The News

Traci Richerson, junior from Hanisburg, Ill., and Leigh Mahoney, junior from Hopkinsville, mark off the distance for the SK run which will take place tonight at 5.

Cable modems offered next semester
•Internet: Faster access to working and microcomputer been set for an entire year yet. pricing for that option isn't def· megabytes per minute. Interthe Internet planMd for
the spring.
BY )OHN

K. MOORE

AssiSTANT NEWS

Eonoa

With telephone access to the
Internet on campus slow, occasional clogged telephone lines
and crowded computer labs, a
new option for students will be
available for the Spring semester. This decision follows more
than six months of testing and
recent negotiations between
Information Systems and Murray Co.blecomm.
The cable modem, which
debued for testing last semester, will first be offered to students in the residential colleges, with the general population to possibly receive the
same offer next year, if all goes
well.
"We're only offering it to the
residential colleges first so we
can be comfortable with its
operation on campus before
going to the entire town," said
Mark Denham, manager of net-

services. "Essentially, it will
make the residential colleges
part of the campus network."
The cable modem being
offered to the residential college members is slightly different from the modems tested by
approximately 50 people last
semester.
"''he brand we're offering is a
Zenith, which is essentially the
same as the COM21 used for
the testing," said Tressa Ross,
marketing manager for Murray
Cablecomm. "It offers the same
speed and ease of use as the
other model."
The cable modem will be
offered either by itself, or 'in
addition to the purchase of
cable TV service.
"Whoever chooses to pur·
chase a cable modem will not
be required to purchase cable
to use it," Ross said. "Filters
will be added to block the video
signal, which isn't necessary
for the cable modem to operate."
Currently, the price has been
set at $99.95 per semester, or
$29.95 per month. No price has

While this is eomewhat higher
than what other Interne~ Service Providers <ISP) charge, the
ability to have a constant connection is viewed as an advantage. Another advantage will
be that a dial-up connection is
not required, which will leave
telephone lines open.
"Hopefully, the cable modem
will help with the phone trunk
problem," Denham said. "But
we can only speculate as to the
number of users, due to the
cost. The prices that have been
set will be higher for departments on campus who wish to
utilize a cable modem, but the
Univer-sity is subsidizing the
cost for the students to improve
their access. The money for
subsidizing the student cost is
not. coming from any student
fees at all.''
Aside from pricing, another
issue that has been discussed is
.whether the cable modems will
be single or multi-user.
"The modem will let one user
on, but there will be a dual port
option," Denham said. "How
this will be handled and the

init4! now:

net plug·ins, such as ReeJ
A cable modem offers a differ- Audio, can allow the use to lisent alternative to Internet; ten to any one of several hunaccess than using a dial-up con- dred radio stations worldwide
with reception rivaling a
nection to an ISP.
From the ISP another con- stereo, in many cases.
nection is made to a router,
The clear radio reception is
which is another computer made possible by rapid data
directly connected to the Inter· transfer that eliminates the
net. However, wit.)l a cable buffer dump, which breaks up
modem, an Ethernet card is the audio with frequent periods
installed into the computer to of "dead air" or n9 sound.
provide a network connection.
Since cable modems are fairA student's computer is then ly common in many metropoliconnected to a splitter attached tan areas, competition may
to the cable box used to decode come to Murray someday if a
1V programming.
market is available. One possiA difference is that the Eth- bility would be through work
ernet card allows conversion of Murray Electric has done in
a low~frcquency signal to conducting a study to deteraccept data and send it back .to mine the feasibility of a fiber
the cable office where it is con- optic network in Murrity.
verted. From the cable office,
"Many of the details of the
the signal goes to a router, then study nre not completed yet,
to the Internet. This allows for but it is possible that if fiber
the constant connection, since optic networking was deterno telephone lines are needed mined to be feasible for .Murto access a terminal server with ray, that another cable modem
service through some company
a modem bank.
With cable modems, pro- would be possible," said Tony
grams or files can often be Thompson, superintendent of
downloaded as fast as two Murray Electric.

·MsU enrollment increases Wells honored
Student a current enrollment of only
enrollment at Murray 41,500 students.
While the drop in students
State has reached an allmay be devastating to the
time high.
community college system, the

•Enrollment:

GAIL KOLLHOFF
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This year showed a shift in
the enrollment of students in
higher education facilities
across Kentucky, and Murray
State came out on top.
With this shift came came
an approximate five percent
decrease in enrollment to Kentucky's community colleges,
and an average increase of .3
percent to the state's universities according to the Lexington
Herald.
Throughout the state, the
preliminary figures for this
fall showed a combined enrollment of 105,935 students in
the eight Kenlucky universities. Kentucky's 14-campus
community college system has

increase in students at Murray State is great news for
MSU.
According to Phil Bryan,
dean of admissions and registrar, the most· recent figures
show that Murray State
attracted 1,302 freshman, and
a total of 797 undergraduate
and graduate transfer students this year.
These incoming students
brought Murray State's total
enrollment up to 8,800, almost
a two percent· increase over
last year's highest ever enrollment of 8,636.
Murray State's enrollment is
now 1.7 percent higher than
the state average, second only
to Northern Kentucky University for having the highest
enrollment increase in the
state.
NKU
.
- showed an

.

ap,Proximale
enrollment
•Statue: Murray State University founder will be recincrease of2.7 percent.
ognized.when a new statue is unveiled in the Quad on
· Paul Radke. director of
Oct. 18.
School Relntjons, attributes
the growth of the student pop~
BY DONALD LAWSON
ulati1m over the past three
STAff WRITER
years lo Murray State's ability
to attract and retain students,
A statue honoring Murray State founder, Rainey T. Wells,
and t.o the programs and poliwi11 be unveiled to the public on Oct. 18.
cies introduced by President
The tribute to Wells wa::; recommended by his grandson
Kern Alexander.
Wells Lovett, a current member of Mut·ray State's Board of
Radke/ said this year's sucRegents.
cess was centered more ·
Wells ties to the University go back to the very beginning.
around the retention of stuIn 1922, Wells was responsible for persuading the Kentucky
dents rather than recruitGeneral
Assembly to build a Normal School in Murray for the
ment.
purpose
of providing better training facilities for teachers.'
''Most of our students came
Wells served as the second president of Murray Normal
back because they were satisSchool from 1926 to 1932.
fied with the kind of education
Dewey Yeatts, director of facilities management, said the
they were getting here," he
statue will be set on its granite base on Oct. 17. According to
said.
YNttts, all components of the statue are here. More concrete
Not all universities were as
wa:-; poured this week and landscaping will also be done
successful ns Murray State
around
the statue.
this year.
"I have viewed the carnelian granite base and the bronze
Schools showing the greatest
statue. They are very impressive," Easley said.
decrease in enrollment were
Morehead State, with a loss of
The statue itself will be 8'6" tall, with the base standing 20".
3.5 percent, and Kentucky
Sid Easley, Chair of the MSU Board of Regents, said plans
Slate with a 2.7 percent loss.
for the unveiling are progressing nicely.
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Green pr9tecting rights.
• Bv

BRIAN HENSON

STAFf WRITER

He's the eyes and ears of Murray
State. He's got the same name as a Pittsburgh Steelers legend. He is Joe Green,
associate director of Public Safety.
Affectionately known as "Mean Joe,"
Green is originally from the Murray
area. After living in Detroit for several
years, he came back to Murray for good.
Green has been at MSU for 32 years,
and has been the head of Public Safety
for 22 years. Originally a deputy for the
Calloway County Sheriffs Department,
Green says he came to Murray State
because he and his wife could see a
future at MSU.
"We had a small child and needed
some stability in the job market area,"
he said.
Green came to Murray State when the
University did not even have a security
department. He and one other officer
handled all the security matters on campus.
"We weren't even a department. We
worked under the dean of men's Qffi.ce,"
said Green.
Since Green took over, the security
force has grown to 12 full-time officers,
14 Racer Patrol members, and several
student worl~ers.
In his years at Murray State, Green
has gone through many experiences and
changes.
"It's all changEld," Green said, "The job
requires more and there is more respon-

PoliceBeat

sibility. You can't get enough training to
complement all the areas of responsibility these people have. We're dealing
with sons and daughters, not just numbers."
Although Green has been gifted with a
good nickname and job stability, he has
had some other very good times here at
Murray State.
"I really enjoy monitoring young p~o
ple that work in here (Public f?afety).
These young people are my family, too. I
enjoy seeing kids coming through here
and kind of using us as a stepping stone
onto bigger and better things."
Green also has fond memories of moving into the current public safety office,
located across from Facu)ty Hall.
He says his proudest moment in his
life since being at Murray State has
been the birth of his granddaughter.
Green has also had his share of hard
times at MSU. Over the past 10 years,
he has worked on three suicide cases
and several rapes.
"They are all difficu)t; dealing with
family left behind," said Green.
Green says he plans on working until
he is 62, roughly five years from now.
But he sa.ys he would not be opposed to
an advisory position of some kind after
retirement.
Once retired, Green plans on working
on his farm in Calloway County, and
taking care of one other important piece
of business- convincing his daughter-inSeth Dixon/The News
law to keep his granddaughter out of Joe Green, associate director of Public Safety, and
school until he can drive her to class Detective. Captain, Tommy Phillips look over
each morning.
tomorrow's Homecomln1 parade route.

Oct. 2
3:00 a.m. Jeremy Chapman was arrested by Kentucky State Police for
DUI. He was lodged in the CaHoway County Detention Center.
5:04 Lm. Adam Ferguson was arrested for DUI and disregarding a traffic control device. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.

•

Oct. 3
10:36 a.m. Michael Spance reported that his vehicle was broken into
while parked near Clark Colleg~.
10:25 p.m. Corey Snyder reported the theft of a boom box in Hast College.
11 :35 p.m. Public Safety patrol vehicle was involved in a minor auto accident. The vehicle, driven by Officer Brian Addington, was turning onto •
Olive Blvd. from North 15th Street. As he turned onto the street, he hit
another vehicle. The other vehicle belonged to Michael Britt. It was leQaJ·
ly parked and unattended the at the time of the accident. Minor damage to
the patrol vehicle was reported and the right rear comer of the other vehicle was damaged.

Oct. 4
4:59 a.m. Richard L. Vonnahme Ill was arrested and lodged In the Calloway County Detention Center for DUI.

Oct. &
9:44 a.m. Ambulance was dispatched to the MSU Credit Union for a sick
woman. She was transported to the Murray-Cafloway Hospital emergency
room.
8:58 p.m. Report of someone shooting bottle rockets around Richmond
College. Nothing was found.

Oct. 7
7:04 p.m. Power outage was reported in Regents and White College. It
was restored at 9:33 p.m. The power was also out at Mason Halt
oct. a
4:02 p.m. Lacey Hoskins and Jamie Rich reported the theft of a necklace
and cash from their room in Richmond College.

Racer Escorts • 25
Information for Police 86at gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess. news
editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

Go Racers!
Welcome Alumni!

Santa's Attic
116 S. 5th St.

OFF WITH MSU I.D.

SAlOn

Come in and see everything
NOW available for the holiday season.

1415 Main Street

Lay-A-Ways Welcome

753-4700
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Students acknowledge town when voting

Q•

The Student Government Association and The Murray State News cosponsored a voter registration drive
Issue:
on campus this week. In I0 days,
The voter registration drive last
nearly 300 people registered to
week attracted approximently
vote.
300 students, and was considAlthough the registration drive
was considered a success, students ered a success.
Position:
were not motivated enough for
Registering to vote is acknowleveryone to want to register. Part of
edging
Murray as a home. This
this apparent laziness on the part of
will help college life in the town.
the students is probably just a misunderstanding.
Many students who registered in
Students, whether you will stay in
their hometown view registering in Murray four years or eight, for now
Murray as pointless because Murray it is your home. For nine of the 12
State is only a resting ground.
months of the year, this is wher~ you

How do you see your-

self at. homecoming 10 years
from·now?
• Name: Chantelle
Davis
Major: Chemistry/ pre-med
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Hopkinsville
"Hopefully, I'll
be a graduate student. But I
probably won't be watching
the football game."

Our View

live.
people living on campus registered .
Registering to vote gives you a to vote there would be more than
voice in the decision-making process enough to create a wet/dry petition.
in the place you call home.
There are other benefits as well.
If all Murray State students, regis- Not only could the students have a
tered to vote in Murray, the student voice in elections, they could possipopulation would be an extremely bly field a candidate for city council.
powerful voting body. This voting
Murray State University is not on
body could be dominant in the deci- an alternate plane of existence. We
live in a community, but we rarely
sion making proces~.
It is even reasonable to predict become involved in it.
Murray is ·t he home of our Univerthat with enough student support
the wet/dry issue could be turned sity. Signs on every road leading into
around.
the town acknowledge our presTo initiate a vote, the first step ence. By registering to vote, sturequires a signed petition of at least dents are opting for the privilege to
1,200 registered voters. If only the exercise their voice in the town.

Conspiracy theories
tarnish memories·

Name: Chris
Kokoski
Major: Physics
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Hopkinsville
"Traveling the
world;
preaching.

Name: Jennifer
Moore
Major: Nursing
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Tampa, Fla.
"I don't see
myself at, or
anywhere near homecoming
I 0 years from now."

Name: Ardyoth
Netithan
Major: Political
science
Year: Graduate
student
Hometown: Thailand
........,__.,...
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"As President of the Universi·

ty."

t---·--

Name: Beth Foster
Major: Spanish
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Murray
..Just graduated
law school coming back to see my sisters."

'
Kelly Hall/contributor
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On Monday's amng of the television-magazine "Extra" it was reported
that rumors have been started concerning the late Princess Diana.
These rumors state the possibility
that:
• Diana was pregnant at the time of
her accident.
• And that. the accident. was part of a ,
conspiracy by the royal family to make
their lives easier.
I find it hard to believe that this
woman meant nothing to us and that
we would take a princess - who the
world loved, cherished and put upon a
pcdeslal - and lower her and treat
her like we do Elvis, JFK and Marilyn
Monroe. These people were important
too; yet, they didn't command the
respect that Diana did.
But where is that respect from a
month ago? Where are the tens-of-millions who watched the funeral?
Where is the dignity and honor in
starting these rumors?
Arc we such a twisted society that
when w e can speak out against
tabloids' usage of paparazzi photos
and then start rumors for them in the
same breath? If so, then we are a morbid society, worse than Alfred Hitchcock could have ever written about.
I am beginning to wonder if there is
such a thing as "Rest in Peace" or if
celebrities and heads of state are
exempt from it.
I would think that out of reverence
for her, Diana would be remembered

In My
()jJi1zion
EDDIE GRANT

more graciously in death than we did
when she was alive . I was also led to
believe that we would give her family
time to mourn, not tum around and
charge them of being cold-blooded
killers.
While I am on the subject, when did
death become such a profit making
venture? We've all seen ads for the
Princess Diana stamp collection,
which is se11ing for $9.95.
And I am also sure that just in time
for Christmas mothers and collectors
will be buying the Princess Diana Bar·
hie as well. But :in order to complete
our morbid thinking, the wrecked
Mercedes, Dodi Fnycd Ken and other
passengers will be sold separately.
At least Elton John .is using his talents for benefit. All proceeds for his
"Candle in the Wind 1997" are going
to the Princess Diana Trust, which he
established.
This a sad state of affairs if the
respect we have for a person ends with
their funeral.

Eddie Grant is the assistant sports
editor for The Murray State News.

Your v'ielOS
Locals view students as
burden to community
To the editor:

breakfast was complete.
The service was bad. The food was
bad. The whole experience was bad.
So, as a customer and as a person, I
decided to speak to the manager and
offer a few suggestions. I offered her
some advice on service quality and
basic customer relations. I was not
being obnoxious or demanding. I simply wanted to be treated like every
other paying customer there.
She implied that I was just a kid trying to get a free meal. Her exact words
were, "This restaurant is not here to
give away food." Then she tore up our
.check and told us to leave her restaurant. We left, but it didn't end there.
Before we could get into our cars she
followed us outside to continue insulting us. She yelled obscenities, used
explicit body language and then told
us quite colorfully to leave her property and never return.
After this experience, I have a new
understanding of the way the local
population sees college students. It
could be the Log Cabin is owned by the
only people in tOV'."D who think we
cause trouble and only want everything for free, but I think there are
mimy underlying attitudes toward the
student population from the community.
Wben I enter a business in Murray,
or anywhere else for that manner, I
plan to spend my money. 1 also expect
service and a decent product. Those
are not the stipulations that some
free-loading college student has created. Those are guidelines that most
consumers would agree contribute to
successful business.

I am a college student - I don't
have much money. But sometimes I go
out to eat. Usually not at high-class
places with wine glasses and whitelace tablecloths, but they are good
places with decent food and unbelievably friendly help.
This did not happen when I attempted a pleasant dinner with a few of my
friends at one of Murray's local restaurants. The experience made me think
that many of the local business owners
do not appreciate the business of the
semi-local college students.
Sunday morning I went to eat at the
Log Cabin restaurant on 12th street. I
had eaten there before, and the experience had been OK This was not the
case on that morning.
First, after being seated in the
extreme corner table, we waited nearly half an hour after placing our drink
order before a server approached our
table again. Then we sat, watching
other customers come and go, while
we waited for our food. We were told
that many of the menu items were not
available, and we seemed to be wasting the waitresses time by making
such "obscene" requests. But, we waited patiently.
When our food did arrive, I was
shocked.
My eggs were not cooked. 1 don't
mean sunny-side-up. They were sup·
posed to be scrambled, but they were
nearly raw. When I told the waitress
that I asked for cooked eggs, she was
aggravated that I would not just eat Heather Dueitt
them anyway. After anothcr.wait, my ·Louisville

News handles assault
issues with sensitivity

5777. AJl services are free and confidential. Individuals who are intere$ted in a therapy group for rape survivors should contact Tammy Hatfield
at the Counseling and Testing Center
at 762-6851 or Susan Rosenberger at
the Rape Crisis Center at 753-5777.
Again, I want to applaud the efforts
of the staff of The Murray State News.
You have the power to exert a positive
impact on the cam puR of Murray State
University. Since Sexual Assault
Awareness Month and BE SAFE week
have passed, I have observed continuing coverage of sexual issues and
would hope that this will continue
throughout the year.
Rape is a crime that thrives on
secrecy. Only through openness and
education can we eradicate it.

· To the editor:
I wanted to commend the staff of
The Murray State News for devoting
the m9jority of the Sept. '26 edition to
sexual assault issues.
Mr. Oliver, Ms. Sacharnoski, Ms.
Wight and Ms. Higgins did an outstanding job discussing this difficult
t9pic with sensitivity and respect for
the survivors of sexual assault. Furthermore, their articles and commentaries increased awareness of societal
attitudes that promote rape and challenged Murray State students and
staff to combat rape myths and to
treat survivors of rape with dignity
and respect.
I also wanted to applaud the two
survivors who bravely shared their Susan R. Rosenberger
stories with us so that we may learn Counselor/Educator
from their experiences and accept the Rape Crisis Center
reality that rape does indeed occur on
this campus.
It is unfortunate that there are still
The Murray State News welmany individuals on this campus who
blame the o,.'ictim for his or her behav- comes commentaries and letiors prior to the assault, thus resulting
ters to the editor. Letters
in further victimization of the sur·
should be 300 words or less
vivors, and who don't place the blame
and must be signed. Contribuwhere it belongs- with the offender.
Rape is a crime that often does not tors should include addresses
have nny wilnesses. It is associated
and phone numbers for verifiwith fear nnd shame, which may make
cation. Please include name,
it difficult for a· victim to seek help.
There are a variety of options open hometown, classification, title
to victims who want assistance with
or relation to The University.
counseling nndlor legal issues. On
campus, individuals may contact the To submit a guest commentary
Women's Center at 762-3140 or the call 762-4468. The News
Counseling and Testing Center at 762reserves the right to edit for
68fi 1. Off campus, individuals may
style and length.
contact the Rape Crisis Center at 753-
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Chris Weatherly/ tire News

-.rbia productive year, we bad ~

weatber chanpe," Stone said. • Earlier
iD the year we had toO much rain and
e.o IIUICh cool, dry weather in the BWD·
mer. We aJao bad too kma of a SpriDa

son.
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Student juggles class with part-time farming
he a part of the crutioD ofaew mechh)IJI')' and tile
improvement of aiatiJtl OML
Shepherd eaid Qle Dew~ riliDc ia
apiculture today have oo.1t helped farmera.
think it'a juet m·~~~~ it euier on the faNMrl
~~ bvll don't tbiDk then wtllever be •
m~ne that will ever nplace manual labor,• he

BY MANDY WOLF
Assoc:IAn Eoooc

There's dirt on his bootl. Ilia jeans are. faded.
and years of working in the sun baa brow:necl hie
face an4 arms. It's in his blood, and it's his Ufe.
Fanning is something CraJa Shepherd doel not
because he has to. He doea it because he wants to.
"''ve worked on a
aa long as I can remember," Shepherd said. "It just comes naturally to
me."
A senior from Kevil, Shepherd aaid he began
working on a vegetable farm when he was 10- or

...
-r

farm

So how doea ShePherd m•naae to Jua1e badJ.

&!). . . . ad his job QD tbe farm?
try to ICbeduJe my ci••MI in the JIIOI'DiD&• lit
aaid. "''ve been pretty lucky!'

-r

He hea4a for the famtdirec:tV from . . . aDtl
_ . udla~ but IOID8timellliit . . . . (l
iato • .qbt. ~.be . . . . . . . . . . . .
and he aaid be's even spent aome Sunday~ OJl tM
farm, lllthoqh, -we UIUally aet ~ of£•

11-yeara..old.

"l c:an retllembet' riding say bicycle there aiui dri•
ving a tractor," he said.
Now an agriculture mechanizatiOD major at the
University, Shepherd ia currently employed by
Furches Farms just outside of Murray.
"' love it out there," Shepherd aaid. "I love being
outside."
Shepherd bas worked for Furches since he began
his career at Murray State in the fall of 1994. It's
hard work, he says, b't it's well worth the time
and effort.
"We learn a lot in our clauea, but we get hanclson experience with the machinery," be said.
With Furches, Shepherd ia reaponaible for a variety of tasks, including driving equipment such aa
combines and tractors, hauling grain and raising
tobacco.
The hardest part of his job is working with the
tobacco, as it is pbyaieaUy demanding.
"lt'a hard work." he added. "I kind of enjoy it,
though,'because it helpa keep me in shape."
Though tb, dift'erent 18880nal joba keep his taske
changing, Shepherd enjoys beini alone in the fields
and havina time to himself.
"I have to work. I have billa and stuff, so I make
it enjoyable,• be said. "It really takes a lot of streu
oft' you."
Though farming is a ~or part of Shepherd's
life,· it is not 'a part of his family. He said no one in
hbl family currently owns a fanD or even has any-

.

Tbouch he p1all8 to mab ~ ......

neee, be isn't aure be wante to 1D4e ~ • .-y

of lite. If be buyB a farm' in the ~&MD he
only for pleasure.

r..

tllfie...,•

•tt would take a lot to start a
be aaid.
.
Competitive pricel and hiah ...a pricee have
hindered some would-be lannen hom pttina
atartecL
S,hepberd said he came to the Vlai.Yeraity becaUM
ltil cfoae to home and otrera. Will~
qrieulture p!'OI!'8ID, whmh he aaid baa pNpand
hbb well for the competitive job market l'olJowing
araduation.
Wolf/ The N6ws
~Shepherd. senfar from Kftll, wortm as a farm
hand on a local farm wMn he Isn't...., atudyln1 for
. . farm mechanization d .....
thing to clo with fai1Dina.
'Tve always ~on MiibbOn~ f:ai'aia,• he
said.
· During his~ ;ean, ~was employed
by a local fat'm-liuPJIIt ~ton, and he eut tobacco 011
the weekends.
After gracluatmr ill May, Shepherd hopes to
work with an eetabliahed farmiaa tool and machinery company • • 'U John Deere. He would like to

•

"rve learned a lot of ltul' that'• helped me on the
farm," he said.
·
Tbe faculty in the Apieulture Department have
been instrumental in hia collep career and in hia
aucceu aa a atudent.
"They (teachers) have prepared me for the real
..w,• he l'8icl. -I lib their att.itwlee. They're
..._.on oar leftl.•
WbeD he's DOt OD the farm or m claae, Shepherd
ie buay with his fmemity, Alpha Gamma Rho, aad
he 8!\iGYs occasionalaolf, bunting and ftahi"'
"Usually, though, I cat.ch up 4m my,bomewort,•

be laid.
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crops
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re college careers without knowing
' dall their ('second home."
o more than 400 farms in western
, o( wheat as far as the eye can see
bacco 'in the air.
ue~ just a glimpse of the county's business.
1
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.

~
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'eet for farmers
nd greens: $24 million

I

taled at 30.000 acres
f res

11andy Wolf/

Associate Editor

would be best to ask on behalf of the
growers," he said. "All of them have not
agreed completely on what would be
best."
Burly tobacco is a major crop in Kentucky with the dark fried kind being
the major crop in Calloway County.
With this in mind, farmers want the
tobacco program to remain in Calloway
County.
"The major thing we want is for the
tobacco program to remain in effect,"
Clark said. "The tobacco program is
the glue that has held all the farmers
together."
Another well-used, but unknown
crop of Calloway County is popcorn.
According to Ricky Rogers, controller
at Ellis Popcorn Co., popcorn is a
major crop in Calloway County.
"Popcorn is one of the leading agricultural crops in Calloway County," he
said. "There is an estimated 12,00015,000 acres of popcorn farms."

Clark said.
the White House bill to
fO gave no mention to
\PP~n to the farmers.
0 mention of the growd. ;They feel as though
Growing popcorn is almost the same
~ left out. If the bill gets
as growing corn, Rogers said.
a written, there will be
"It is grown like field corn, but
the growers and a limit
instead,
you have to wait until the corn
1
dries
before
you can sheU it," he said.
'
f armmg
.
some
groups
ted but have not agreed
The popcorn that is farmed goes to
1
many different places like movie thesome farming groups try aters, grocery stores and it is exported
r just to figure out what to other areas.

r

Seth Dixon/ rhe News
This 19th -century stable, located In Trigg County, has been converted Into a burley tobacco barn.

I

Hog farming raises concerns
for
local
residents
.
'

BY DENNIS BEARD

CONTRIBUTING W RITER

It is a warm day outside and you
and your friends decide to go to the
Lake. When you get there, you are
stopped by a man from the local health
department telling you to stay out of
the water..
"What's the problem?" you ask.
"Hog farms," he says.
What is the big deal about bringing
hog farms to Western Kentucky?
Aside from the smell, they are harmless, right?
The rising controversial problem
with large hog farms is not the hogs
themselves; it is in how their waste is
stored: in underground pits called
lagoons where it is often sprayed onto
crops for fertilization.
Many times, however, problems in
the construction of the lagoons lead to
waste-.along with an microbe known

..This is not a place
f or a large h og farm
to come in. Toughe r
regula tions need to
be in place."
-AMY EUJOTI, SnJDENT

as pfiesteria piscimortius washing
over into nearby lakes .and streams,
contaminating the water.
Pfiesteria is a single cell organism
t.hat changes its shaoe to fit its diet,
according to Dr. JoAnn Burkholder, a
scientist at North Carolina State University.
"The to~in that Pfiesteria produces
can go right through membranes rip·
ping and dissolving fish skin," Burkholder told People magazine.
The amoeba can also hann humans.
In North Carolina. one of the larger
hog farm states, Wilson Bay was

"This is not a place for a large hog
declared unfit for public use because of
the contamination by pfiesteria. A farm to come in," Elliott said.
sign was posted, warning people to "Tougher regulations need to be in
avoid "bodily contact" with the water. place."

Cases of people exposed to the
microbe indicate memory loss, irritability, and nausea. The amoeba also
appears to be invincible.
Burkholder tried bleaching it, drying it out, and even placing it in sulfuric acid, but nothing phased it.
Kenneth Buckman, owner of the
5, 700 hog operation site in Hickman
County, does not think waste from his
farm will be an issue here.
"There are approximately 30 hog
farms in Kentucky that will produce
more waste than this new hog complex," Buckman said. "There have
been no environmental problems with
all of these farms."
Amy Elliott, senior from Graves
County, dh;agrees that it will not be a
problem.

"It is very hard to believe .MSU won't
be affected," she said. "l think we need
to look at other places that have been
affected."
Elliott is not alone in her views.
Concerned Citizens of Calloway
County went this summer to North
Carolina to examine the environmental damage first hand.
"The smell was really horrific," said
Jayne Steverson, who traveled with
the group "When I stepped out of the
van, I got sick. The closer we got, the
worse it was."
Although ordinances are now in
place in most of the surrounding counties including Calloway, Graves, and
Hickman, they donot stop large hog
farms from moving in, but simply
require them to follow strict environmental regulation:-J.

Seth Dixon/The News

Left. Mike Elkins of
New Concord, operates farm machinery
for Lassite r Farms
outside Lynn Grove.
Elkins works long
hours, but h e says
that he loves what he
does.
Right, Elkins uses a
d isc to pre pa r e a
summertime cor n
' field
for
winter
wheat. The wheat
will act as a yie ldproducing
cover
crop.

=-
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Food service cOntinues change
-choices: Food services
attempts to offer a variety
of meals and respond to
students' requests.
BY DONALD LAWSON
STAFF WRITER

Since the beginning of the fall
semester, students have noticed
some of their stops for quick
meals disappearing.
Students have ~tnessed the
closing of Pony Express, formerly located in White College, and
Hart Deli, formerly located in
Hart College. They have also
seen the variety once enjoyed by
a quick stop at Fast Track
diminish.
According to Bill Benriter,

director of food services,· the
changes were made due to financial cut backs. However, despite
the closing of some food spots,
Benriter says drastic improvements have been made within
the food services department.
Students living in White and
Regents colleges can now eat in
the T-Room with their board
plans. There have also been
changes to the menu at Winslow.
According to Benriter, students are now given the option of
a light deli line at lunch in
Winslow. Also additions to the
salad bar have been made in the
way of fresh soups and a light
salad dressing bar.
The return of themed meals
such as the Italian line and a
Mexican line are being consid-

ered.
Among students biggest complaints this year were the
changes at Fast Track. Certain
items which where not available
at the beginning of year, have
been brought back, including:
nightly dinner specials, Very
Fine juices, and other grocery
items.
With the popular demand of
pizza on campus, Dominos has
extended its hours to midnight
on Friday and Saturday. Also,
Dominos now otTers delivery on
campus. Joining Dominos in the
Curris Center is Subway which
opened its doors Sept. 15.
Although there have been a
number of improvements since
the start of the semester, some
students are still not impressed.

Cool under fire

Greg Taylor, a sophomore
from Puryer, Tenn., likes the
improvements but still feels
there needs to be more.
"Food Services has improved
because we can now eat in the T·
Room. But Fast Track has not
changed that much," he said. •1
find myself eating off campus
and cashing in at Fast Track at
the end of the week."
Clay McNichols, a junior from
Metropolis, lli., does not under·
stand the loss in board plan
items.
"' don't understand why you
can't buy candy bars on declining balance," he said.
Benriter is aware of the students concerns and has said that
food service, will not remove any
more options.

Ticket lady finds job fulfilling
BY GAIL KOLLHOFF
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you happen to look out of
your window around 7:30 a.m.,
you might see a grey-haired
woman walking through the
parking lot with a small notebook in her hand. Who is this
woman? Why, she is the ticket
lady of course- but who is she
really?

Her name is Shirley Scott, and
she has been the parking
enforcement officer at Murray
State since 1988.
She began working at MSU
after her husband, Charles,
underwent heart surgery. When
he was no longer able to work.
her brother, who was with the
Public Safety Department at
MSU, told her about the opening
for a parking enforcement offi-

cer. She applied for the job, and
has been writing tickets ever
since.
As far as her duties in the Public Safety Department go, she
spends a great deal of her time
writing tickets, but she also
spends time completing office
duties.
She said she usually monitors
the parking areas around the
residential colleges, so she sees a

great deal of the students.
"The finest part of the job is
watching the kids," she said.
As for any complaints, the one
complaint she specifically had
was that there is just not enough
parking.
By the nature of her job, she
does not have many friends
around campus, but she is more
than just a person who writes
tickets.

News

Jenny Pesout, sophomore art major from St. louis,
takes a break outside of the Fine Arts Building during
a fire alarm Tuesday. The alarm was false.

We Think Big By Pricing Small.

Amy Speight • Stylist

Amber Brien • Nail Tech

.•
0

Congratulates:

I

Nicole Miesner
Lindsey Monroe
Terri Sabo
Nicole Layman
Becky Hubbard

Alelsha Fritts • Stylist

Think abc:U it.
The more that word spreads
about our lair pricing...
The more and more people that
come to shop with us!
(Why Don't You VIsit Ntxt

Tangles
Hair & Nails

Time As Wtl?)

Cuts-Perms-Highlights-Acrylic
Enhancements-ManicuresPedicures

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

on being Inducted Into Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society

1608 N. 121 Bypass
Murra

Glendale at Whitnell

7534175

759-2369

STUDY ABROAD WITH MSU
NOW IS THE TIME!
KENTUCKYINSVTUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL

SIJliff.
Headquartered at Murray State!
Contact: Milton Grimes, 762-3091 (FII312)

SUMMER PROGRAMS: MAY-JULY
Program sites in Bregenz and Salzburg,
Austria; Kunrning, China; Ecuador;
Athens. Greece and Rome, italy; Paris,
France; Munich, Germany; Florence,
Italy;Morelia, Mexico; Madrid and
Segovia, Spain.

MSU faculty participating in:
Bregenz, Austria--Jim McCoy (Economics)
Barry Brown (Economics)
Meg Brown (German)
China-- Charlotte Beahan (History)
Spain-David Earnest (English)
Sonia Lenk (Spanish)
France-- Susanne Keeslar (French)
Stephanie Schechner (French)
SEMESTER PROGRAMS OFFERED IN SPAIN
AND MEXICO'
SPAIN PROGRAM FOR TEACHERS OF
SPANISH!
A TOTAL OF 21 MAJOR FIELDS REPRESENTED!

COOPERATIVE CENTER FOR STUDYABRQJfD

The
Epsilon Omicron
Chapter

Campus Representatives:
Ron Cella (7C FH, 762-4532) .
Celia Wall (228c Wilson, 762-3J71)

WINTER BREAK PROGRAMS: DF.C 26-JAN 8
Program sites in Australia and England:

AISUfacility participating in England:
David Balthrop (Theatre)
SUMMER PROGRAMS: MAY-AUGUST
Progrctm sites in Austmlia, Canada, England
Ireland ,Scotland

of

MSU faculty participating:
in Ireland--Kenneth Tucker (English)
in Canada--Mark Malinauskas (Theatre)•
in Scotland--Tom Miller (Psychology)
Jean Miller ( Education)
Allan Beane (Education)
in london-- Ted Brown (English)
Mike Cohen (English)
Gene Garfield (Political Science)

FAlL SEMESTER PROGRAM IN CAMBRIDGE!

A TOTAL OF 22 MAJOR FIELDS REPRESENTED! •

IN[J;,."BNATlQNt1l. IJ.!J..S.l{IIESS SEMl.NdRS
Fall 98 SEMES[ER IN REGENSBURG. GERMANY

VISITS 5 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
Both winter and summer programs available.
Contact Gary Br01:k"''llY (409 BB, 762-6202)

homecoming and to
-c elebrate our
30th Anniversary!

MSU Faculty participating:
Keri Bryant (Foreign Languages)
Joseph Chaney (Political Science)
Steve Bish.op (Art)

SEMESTER OR YHAR·LONG EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS AVAII.ARl.E IN AUSTRALIA,
COSTA RICA, ENGLA!I;D, FINLAND, JAPAN.
GERMANY, AND KENYA.

ALL PROGRAM INFORMATION, DEADLINES, APPLICATIONS,
INFORMATION ON FINANCIAL AID AV"ILABLE FROM LINDA BARTNIK.
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM. 762-4152 OR FROM
CAMPUS CONTACTS LISTED ABOVE!!!
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Field becomes
new parking lot
Deterrents have included
setting up barricades. The
area has been roped off, and a
sign attached to the barricade
is clearly markcd,"No Park·
ing, $40 Fine."
But instead of finding
JENNIFER PIERCE
another
place to park, stuCONTIIIlliTINC WRIT£R
dents have insisted on removing the barricades, and untySince the beginning of the ing the rope. They continue to
school year, Murray State park their cars on the grass.
students have been illegally
Public Safety has resorted
parking in a grassy area to issuing tickets to the violabehind the Special Education tors. The exact number of
building. More precisely the tickets that have been writcars are being parked in the ten for the area is unavailtwo fields at Kentucky Street able.
and College Terrace.
Joe Green, associate direcMost of the problems occur tor of Public Safety, said
in the morning to mid-day, parking in this area is not a
when the parking lot at big problem.
"There is a parking lot at
Hamilton Avenue fills up.
Students have resorted to 17th Street and Hamilton
parking across the street in Avenue. Very few students
the grass. This land is the nre using this parking lot,
and it is not that much farproperty of Murray State.
During the first weeks of ther to walk."
school, Public Safety ignored
As for the two fields that
the problem, but as students are being used as parking
have persisted in parking · lots, Green said. "I feel that
their cars on the grass, Public somewhere in this area parkSafety has had to tak e correc- ing will be expanded, but I
tive measures.
am not sure when."

•Parking: Students have
created a parking lot to
help alleviate growing
parking problems.

SGA, News solicit voters
More than 300 students register for voting eligibility in Kentucky
Jeff Vaughan, SGA Ways
and Means Chair, said this
was the second year of the
drive, which started Monday,
Sept. 29, and ran through
today.
He said the drive is necessary to inform students about
their voting rights as well as
to get them to register to vote.
"I think it's important
because about 50 percent of 18
to 20-year-olds are not registered to vote in the United
States," Vaughan said.
"So we're trying to make it
easier by bringing it to them."
Vaughan said he feels col·
lege students are stereotyped
as not caring about voting;
and because of that, they are
misrepresented.
He said he feels that students and young people in
general are just misinformed
about registering and voting.
He also said that it is good to
get stu dents started voting at
an early age because it usually
stays with them throughout
t heir life and becomes a habit.
SGA President Todd Earwood said he felt positive
about this years voter regist ration drive.

•Vote: S tudent Government and The Murray
State News held a voter
registration drive for MSU
students.
BY JASON KEMP
STAfF W RIT£1

This week the Student Government Association collaborated with The Murray State
News for the 1997-98 voter
registration drive on campus,
rounding up approximately
300 students to register for
voting eligibility in Kentucky.
This year's voter registra·
tion drive comes on the forefront of the 1st District Kentucky senate elections, which
will take place Nov. 4.
The elections are being held
to fill the seat held by the former Sen. Jeff Green, wh o died
last month.
Candidates for the election
include Bob J ackson of Murray as the 1st District Democratic candidate, and Richard
Dissenger of Mayfield as the
1st District Republican candidate.
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Homecoming!
Sigma Lovei"W Your sisters

Welcome Back Alumni

I

.

Wednesday, Oct.15
at 3:30p.m.
In the Cumberland Room

sister,

The NEW Seafood Express
with new ownership
and management has:
Daily Luncheon Specials for
$3.99 and $4.99

4'he reason we co-sponsored
"I'd like to voice the registration drive was, we.
believe it is important that all
• •
my optnton.
students be able to exercise
the right to vote," he said.
Unless I
"We also thought it was a
registered,
unique opportUnity for us to
with SGA."
I wouldn't be able work
Jason Miller, a graduate
student from Marion, Ill., said
to do that.
the drive made the registra-coRRINE SHELTON,
tion process much more conve-'
nient.
JUNIOR FROM MAYFIELD
"I never registered to vote
because it's a hassle to go
"Last year in the course of somewhere else, so I decided
one month, we had 250 stu- to register here because it was
dents register to vote, and this easily accessible."
Corrine Shelton, freshman
year in only a lO·day span,
we've already registered the from Mayfield registered
number of students we had because she said she recognizes the importance of her
last year,"' Earwood said.
voice.
"Last year's voter registra"I'd like to voice my opinion.
tion drive set a precedence for Unless I registered, I wouldn't
us to follow this year, and be able to do that. 1 decided
being that it was the first year that in order for me to have a
we'd done it, it set us up to be say.1 would need to register to
able to have a better turnout vote."
this year."
Jason Smith, freshman from
Frankfort
agreed with ShelC.D. Bradley, editor-in-chief
ton.
of The Murray State News,
"1 feel it's important to have
explained the paper's partician
input. H you don't vote,
pation in the registration
you don't have an input."
then
drive.

Student Law Association Meeting

Sigma Sigma Sigma

Express

I
I
I
1

9A

Learn about the profession from a
lawyer and a paralegal assistant.
All Welcome to Attend!

Yearbook Picture Oct.16 at .
8:30 p.m. in Curris Center

THE
~<Z/~

University Store
WELCOMES .A LL
ALUMNI & FRIENDS
TO

MU

STATE!
The Hometown Bank
LOCATIONS
MAIN OFFICE - 500 MAIN AT 5TH
NORTH BRANCH - NORTH 12TH AT CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH- SOUTH 12TH AT STORY
MSU TELLER MACHINE - CURRIS CENTER
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL - 803 POPLAR
KROGER MONEY MARKET CENTER - KROGER BRANCH
767-2265

STORE HOURS
Monday- Friday:
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday:
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday:
1 - 4 p.m.

MEMSER FDIC
\.
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Court refuses to hear case Education battle successful
•Supre me Court: The
Tanford said the Supreme Court
Supreme Court denied to decides what cases it hears based
hear a case involving on its recurrence and national
importance.
prayer at graduation.

"The Supreme Court's decision
was predictable because our case
BY RANDY f ABI
was the first of its kind to reach the
0 Ail Y INDIANA STUDENT
Supreme Court, and also because it
U NIVERSITY Of INDIANA
is considered a local issue," Tanford
said.
'
the
1992
decision
of
Lee vs.
In
(U-WIRE) BLOOMINGTON, Ind.
Weitzman,
the
Supreme
Court
-The U.S. Supreme Court refused
ruled
against
prayer
at
high
school
Monday to hear a ch!lllenge of IU's
155-year custom of having a clergy and junior high graduations.
"They are making a distinction
member offer two prayers at gradubetween
students in the secondary
ation exercises.
level and students in higher levels
"' was not surprised,• said law of education," said Wiliam Kerr, a
professor James Tanford, who origi·
law professor at IU-Purdue Univer·
nally filed the 1995 lawsuit against sity at Indianapolis. "They are not
IU. "The Supreme Court takes more
allowing school prayer with sec·
than 7,000 cases each term and only
ondary level students because they
hears 200 of them. The odds were
are younger and more impression·
overwhelmingly against us."
able, while college students seem
Earlier this year, the Seventh more experienced and less gullible."
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
Tanford said many colleges and
prayer .at ~s co~encement was universities have phased out prayer
n.ot a vtolabon of Fust Amendme~t • at graduation exercises because
nghts. The U.S. Supreme Courts they see the diversity of the student
r~fus~l to he~ the. ~se affirms the body.
Ctrcwt Courts dects1on.
•r started complaining 10 years

BY jAKE BURGESS

ago on this issue, and I remain com
pletely baftled why the University
wants to throw religious activities
to a graduation ceremony that is
supposed to be accessible to everyone; Tanford said. "That is why
they call this a university. It's supposed to be universal values, not
Judeo-Christian values."
Students have varying opinions
about whether or not to allow
prayer at graduation exercises.
Their reasons range from tradition
to the separation of religion and
state.
"An official prayer to open or
close graduation ceremonies borders a little too close on violating
the separation of church and state,"
said AJ. Miller, an IU junior. "The
condoning of any religious activity
by a state-funded university should
be unconstitutional."
Taunja Haagen, an IU freshman,
said the University should be
allowed to have prayer at its graduation because it means a great deal
to many people.
"If people don't agree with it," she
said, "they don't have to listen to it."

NEWS EDITOR

Since Kern Alexander took
over as Murray State,s ninth
president in 1994, he has
made many changes in the
way Murray State functions.
One battle that Alexander
chose to enter was reforming post secondary education in Kentucky.
"If you study the Kentucky
system you will realize that
it is not organized to be
operationally efficient as
other states are," Alexander
said.
Kentucky is the only state
that had a single university
operating the community
college system he said.
During his crusade for
post secondary education
reform, he enlisted the support of many of Kentucky's
other university presidents.
Derek Somerville, former
Student Govenunent Ass~
ciation president, sought the
help of student government
presidents at state universi-

Kem Alexande r : As presi-

which passed in June.
The community colleges
dent of the Uni- will be under control of a
versity, AlexanKentucky Community and
der has seen
Technical
College System,.
many successes,
with
four
of
the seats being
especially in high·
by representatives
er
education held
from the University of Kenreform.
tucky. The original plan
called for the Community
ties.
James Willis, former Fac- Colleges to leave the control
ulty Senate president, got of UK.
Alexander came to Murray
backing from other faculty
State
in July of 1994. He
members in the state.
said
he
was first asked for
"It was a team effort in the
recommendations
for the
fact that our Boar d of
new
MSU
president,
and in
Regents worked closely with
the
long
:run
got
nomiyated
the Governor,,. Alexander
himself.
said.
He was formally inauguAlexander a lso had h elp
from Gov. Paul Patton who rated in 1995 and since then
initiated the call for post has brought rugby, crew and
secondary education reform. many other ch anges to get
"Gov. Paul Patton under- more students involved in
stands wh at it takes us to the university.
improve our higher educa"I have enjoyed Murray
tion system," Alexander State more than any posisaid.
tion I have ever had because
Alexander's goal for post there are lots of challenges
secondary education reform and there are wohderful
in Kentu cky was reflected in people to support you,"
Patton's education p lan Alexander said.

----.--na d'S
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Breakfast Buffet

"k SCREEN PRINTING "k

All You can Eat

Saturday &: sunday 7-1o a.m.

MSU GARMENTS

lver 'et APat Smashed!

$

308 NORTH 12th STREET
MURRAY, KY.
502-753-7743

Welcome Back MSU Alumni!

CAPS - T'SIDRTS - JACKETS

107 N. 12th St.

GOLF SHIRTS • SWEAT SHIRTS

Murray

fRifNOS

Omn

lfl ~RifNOS ORIVf DRUNK

PENS • PENCILS • CUPS - ETC.
BBQ Specials
BBQ Pl a te wi th b ake d be a n s, slaw a n d a ro ll.
W as $ 4 .99 NOW$ 4

Dally Special

$2.99

BBQ S a nd wi c h , c hip s a nd a d r i nk.

Catfish , ribs, smoked ham
Served Daily
Mon.-Sat.

f7/ze, &'amm({; .~2 @aj;tfr rf

J{lp/UJ; M UJl/JIU/ 0elt(/J
1/~wma allpfortr Jf.lttmlltt~
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Best of Luck to Angela Roberts,
our representative for
Homecoming Queen.
•
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Denton named VP by Board of a egents
BY LORI BURLING

Tom Denton:

WlfTER

vice president of

manent status in the position.
"Now that my job is permaMurray State has a new nent I can look at more of a
vice president of administra- long term plan," he said.
As vice president of admintive services. Thomas Denistrative
services, Denton
ton, selected for the poAition
acts
as
the
chief financial offiduring a Sept. 12 Board of
cer
for
Murray
State, which
Regents meeting, now holds
involves
budget
control, payone of four vice president
roll,
grants
and
contracts,
positions.
cashiering
and
student
loans.
The other vice presidents
In addition to this, his
include Don RobertSon and
James Booth, with the fourth· duties include planning the
risk-management policies at
position vacant.
Denton, who had been serv- Murray State.
These obligations require
ing as interim VP for the past
year, is pleased with his per- Denton to deal directly with
CONRIIUTING

administrative
services was
named to his offi.
al posltiion on
the Sept. 12

Board of Regents
meeting.

state officials, employees,
public safety and the local
community.
Denton received a bachelor
of science in accounting at
Arkansas State University in
1974. He earned his masters
in business administration at
Murray State in 1993.

He has accumulated 19
years experience working
with higher education programs in Kentucky and

for nine years and is married
to Judy Denton.
He has three children.
Karla, a student at Murray
Arkansas.
State; Wade, a student at the
He has served as the trea- University of Kentucky and a
' of the Board of Regents, member of the Marine Corps
surer
director of financial planning, Reserves; and Autumn, a stuand director of accounting dent at Murray Elementary
and financial services at Mur- School.
ray State.
Moving from Arkansas to
He also served as director of Murray was a m~or adjustAdministrative Services at ment for Denton, but he is
Mississippi County Commu- enjoying his time in Murray.
nity College in Blytheville,
"Murray is a great place to
Ark.
raise a family, and my friends
Originally from Arkansas, and co-workers have supportDenton has lived in Murray ed me to the fullest," he said.

•-

I

"I look forward to the future
while working for Murray
State."
With Denton's busy schedule he still finds . time for
leisure activities. Some of his
favorite activities include
traveling, sports and outdoor
recreation with his family.
He is al~ involved with
several organizations in Murray.
~e is a member of the board
of trustees for the National
Scouting Museum, a member
of the Rotary Club, and a volunteer for the United Way of
Murray.
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Sundag, Oct. 19 @ & p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
General Admission
Tickets available in student government office or call 76Z-69" to
order bg credit card. S' tor students and S10 general pabUc.
.
Don't miss the Cam,Pns orent of the gearll
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PARTIES
Continued from Page lA
could happen, he said.
Other chapters on campus
have also been contacted by
their national headquarters.
Bobby Glass, director of chapter development for Sigma Chi
Fraternity International, said
the fraternity is currently discussing disciplinary action on

RSEC
Continued from Page lA

auction are in the plans for
next summer or fall.
Todd also added that the
seating capacity for basketball
games will be 8,342 and 8,500
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the Murray State Chapter
because of violations of their
open party guidelines.
"As of now, the fraternity is
in good standing," Glass said.
"However, there has been a rec·
ommendation to place the chapter on probation. That cannot
be decided on until the executive council meets in January."
Glass also said that he has
been contacted by many campuses across the nation, in light

of recent alcohol-related deaths
at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Louisiana
State University.
"Little things that the universities were handling internally
are now being referred to the
nationals for immediate disciplinary action," he .s aid.
Robertson said that the
events at other campuses h.ave
caused the University to take a
hard look at what is going on

here.
"These
tragedies
have
brought some issues back to
light,• he said. "We want to be
proactive and prevent such a
thing from happening at Murray State."
Robertson said that by sending the advertisements to the
national headquarters, he was
merely asking the question,
"Do these meet your national
guidelines?" '

for concerts and that the
retractable bleachers and
seats with the movable wooden floor will be useful when
the center hosts concerts.
"We're moving along rather
well,, Dennison said.
"We're ready to get the
teams in there by next year."

CRIME

tated.
The female student said she
and Smith were both at a party
on the night of Sept. 27. The
woman said she passed out and
woke up with Smith trying to
have sex with her.
Smith's preliminary hearing
is scheduled for today.

Continued from Page lA

Under Kentucky Revised
Statue 510.060, third degree
rape means that the victim was
incapable of giving consent
because be or she is mentally
retarded or mentally incapaci-

CPE conducts meeting
been etched in stone.
" There was discussion of the
two programs of the incentive
The Kentucky Council on trusts funds," said Kern
Post-Secondary Education has Alexander, Murray State presiannounced plans to increase dent. "'There was no conflict or •
budgeting for the eight state· disagreement over the crite.
However, no cone1UBions
. I
na....
funded universities.
·
The state legislature has put were reached".
The hold up in the appropria- t
aside two $6 million funds for
tion
of the funds seems to be in
the purpose of subsidizing postconjunction
with the departure
secondary education. One fund
of
long-time
council chair Gary
is designated for the research
Cox.
Cox
has
held the position
universities. The University of
since
1987.
Kenneth
Walker,
Kentucky and the University of
executive
·.
the
council's
deputy
Louisville fall into this category. The other fund is designated director for finance, has been
for the six regional universities. slated to take over staff-manMurray State falls into this cat- agement duties from Cox.
Once a replacement for Walkegory.
Although, there has been dis- er has been named, the council
cussion as to how the funds will will be in tact. Talks regarding
be distributed, nothing has the trusts should then resume.
BY CHRIS 81NOEWALD
CONTitiBunNG Wa1ru
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SEND YOUR
PARENTS TO THBR RoOM
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Cftase Smitli

W"Jth our dun. comfortable and affordable rooms, you probably won\ have to
repeat yourself.

• Continental Breakfast
• Internal Corridon

• Meeting Rooms
• Indoor Pool

We Ire very proutf of you!

MUJTa1, Kentucky
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Check out our delicious specials!
Large 3 topping for •7"
6~

Oct. 18 - Pumpkin Painting on the Patio .

10" 1

t~pping

I

2-4 p.m.

Pan Pizza with 1 topping and a cola - t2"
Pizza --•3"

Oct. 29- Kenny Babb,

12" 1 topping Pizza -· •4"

Keyboard Instrumentalist
8-10 p.m.

14" 1 topping Pizza --•5

89

...

ForLunoh:

10" 1 topping 1 Coke for •3."
CA1'1'7.0ut or Dellveey

Now 'AvAILABLE:

THIN £RUST, HAND

TOSSED, DEEP

ISH

Now DELIVERING!
Anywhere on Campus.

Oct. 31- Final Friday

~-~:~.~.==d~,
,. .
·

Movie- Casper

items with your next
order.

8 pc. order of
Bread Sticks

gge

8 pc. order of
Cheese Sticks

!11.99

10 pc. order of
Buffalo Wings

!li!.99

Ezplre1 10124
For Hot and Wow
19$7 Oomono's Pizza Inc. Coupon 1'01 valid wllh
my OChet ollar. Ol!er vald wllh coupon 0/Ny, YUd
Call 762-4380 Now!
al parloapaling II10fw only. Cullomer P1YS .....
Accepts Cash, Check, or Declining
I&X..ner.ippls:-~~~~ .... ._
Balance.
Featuring our famous pizza, along with Hot or BBQ Buffalo
Wings, Cheesy Bread, or Bread Sticks.

L-----------..1

Hours:
Sun. • Thura.
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri.&: Sat.
10 a.m.... MldDJght
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ladd chips and a drink for $1.
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SportsJJriejs

D

Homecoming game
against Austin Peay
The Murray State football team will try to
improve its overall record
by defeating Austin Peay
Saturday at Stewart Stadium. Kickoff Is at 3 p.m.

Men's tennis to play
in Intercollegiate
The nation's best tennis
players will be at the
Southern Intercollegiate at
Athens, Ga. The Racers
will also participate in the
three-day event, which
starts today and ends Sunday.

Volleyball to hit
road for weekend
The Murray State volleyball team will try to
improve their conference
record when they take to
the road, playing Middle
Tennessee in Murfreesboro today at 7 p.m. and
then head to Cookeville to
take on Tennessee Tech
Saturday at 2 p.m.

Intercollegiate next
for men's golf
Monday and Tuesday the
Murray State men's golf
team will play in the
Kroger Intercollegiate at
Memphis, Tenn. This tournament will feature many
of the top men's golf programs in the United States.

Cross country
heads to APSU
The Murray State cross
country team will head to
Clarksville, Tenn. to participate in the Austin Peay
Invitational Saturday.

SpotLigbt
Dan Loyd,
Melissa DeRan
Dan Loyd and Melissa
DeRan are in this week's
Racer Spotlight.
Loyd, sophomore from
San Gabriel, Calif, went
I 6-for-25 in passes as well
as 253 yards via the air in
the Racers' victory at UTMartin Saturday.
DeRan, senior outside
hitter, had I 0 kills and 20
digs in the volleyball team's
victory over Austin Peay
Tuesday night.

HustleJJfal'
Recent history
against Austin Peay
The football Racers have
defeated the Austin Peay
Governors I 3 out of the
last 16 match-ups, dating
back to 1980. The Racers'
losses came in 1980, I983
and I 991, when they lost
27-9.
Murray State leads the
overall series 26- I 2-0,
while they have dominated
the series at home, going
15-3-0.
Source; MSU Sports Information

Section B

DOWNS
After a rocky start, the Murray State
football team seems to be headed in a
similar direction not· unlike what happened the past two seasons, when they
won OVC titles and advanced to postseason match-ups.
The Racers opened the season with a
victory over Indiana State, but then
dropped two on the road to Western
Kentucky and Southern Illinois. Then
the Racers continued their OVC winning streak with victories over Southeast Missouri, Middle Tennessee and
UT-Martin.

Successful beginnings
A touchdown by tailback Wilbert
Smith and two Rob Hart field goals gave
the Racers the advantage they needed
to win the first game of the Denver
Johnson era against Indiana State:
This game was not without bizarre
occurrences. Early in the first quarter,
veteran football official L.V. McGinty
collapsed on the field. He was rushed to
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah after his
heart stopped at the stadium. Since
then, he is recuperating at his home in
Paducah.
After the win, the Racers prepared for
Western Kentucky. At the time, both
teams were ranked in the top 15 in
Division 1-AA's top 25 poll.

The Battle for the Red Belt
"'We played football for three hours
and 40 minutes, and there were 102
points scored," said Head Coach Denver
Johnson after the game. "I don't know
what a ticket around here costs, but it
sounds like a hell of a bargain to me."
The Racers ended up losing the game
52-50 in triple overtime.
After trailing 30-7 midway through
the third quarter, the Racers ran ofT 23
unanswered points to knot the score at
30-30 to send the game into overtime.
After Western quarterback Willie
Taggart scored on a short run to make
the score 30-7 after place kicker Jeff
Poisel's extra-point, Johnson was concerned about the Racers' chances of
coming back.
"'It scared me when they got the ball
(to start) the second half," Johnson said.
"'I think they went about seven and a
half minutes (with the ball> and scored.
I got really concerned at that point in
time. The other score on top of it was
bad enough, but they took seven and a
half minutes ofT the clock doing that
too."
Johnson's concern did not last long.
After blocking a punt by Western, the
Racers took the ball on WKU's 28-yard
line. Quarterback Dan Loyd connected
with fullback Mike Johnson for a touchdown. A pass to tight-end Maurice Pol·
lard on a two-point conversion attempt
was completed, cutting WKU's lead to
15.
.
Tailback Wilbert Smith then ran in
for a touchdown from the WKU 6 with a
few seconds gone in the fourth quarter.
A pass to wide receiver Reginald Swinton for a two-point conversion was complete, closing the Racers to within seven
points of tying the game.
After another botched punting

the instruction of new Head Coach Denver
Johnson, the football team has found 1nany positives,
such as the win over Indiana State and its three OVC
wins, as well as negatives, such as consecutive losses
to Western Kentucky and Southern Illinois.

Story by Greg Stark and Eddie Grant

attempt by the Hilltoppers, the Racers
took over on WKU's 10-yard line. Three
plays later, Mike Johnson caught a 4yard pass from Loyd for a touchdown.
Hart's point-after try was good, giving
the Racers the first tie since the score
was 0-0.
In the extra period, Western took possession first, and fullback Latravis
Powell punched into the end zone from
the 1. Poisel's extra point was good, giving WKU a 37-30 lead.
Murray matched the 'Toppers score
with a Swinton 10-yard run. Hart's
point-after sent the game into a second
overtime.
Murray now received the ball on the
first possession, and wide receiver
Brandon Warfield caught an 11-yard
pass from Loyd for the Racers only lead
of the game. Another extra point by
Hart gave MSU a 44-37 advantage.
WKU tailback Rod Smart countered
with an 11-yard touchdown run on the
following possession. Poisel's point-after
tied the game to send it to the third and
final overtime period.
A new Division I-AA rule states that if
a game goes into a third overtime, on
touchdowns, each team must go for .a
two-point conversion.
Western took first possession in the
overtime, with Smart busting out
another big run to extend the Hilltoppars' lead to 50·44.
Now utilizing the 'Topper running
game, they went to Smart again for the
two-point conversion. Smart didn't let
the Big Red down as he gave them a 52441ead.
The Racers then utilized their running game, as Smith illso scampered in
from the it.
Successful on their other two-point
conversions of the night, the Racers
were hoping to add a third. Loyd went
into motion, looked for receivers, but he
could flnd none. Loyd took the ball and
tried to run it up the middle, only to be
stuffed by Western linemen after
progress of 1 yard. The Hilltoppers ran
around the playing surface in jubilation.

After being inside the 5 twice in the
first quarter, the Racers had to settle for
two .Rob Hnrt field goals after penalties
and lost yards put the Racers in close
field goal range.
"We didn't execute very well there."
Johnson said. "l thought we got derailed
there, I think Dan (Loyd) was trying to
do too much."

Deja vu

OVC: Three in a row?

A big comeback was again the theme
ofthe Murray State football game Sept.
13, but this time it was the Racera
amassing a big lead on Southern Illinois
before the Salukis came back and won,
24-20.
This marked the second consecutive
loss for the Racers. The last time MSU
lost two consecutive football games was
when they lost to Tennessee State University and Western Illinois University
to end the 1994 season.
"I'm very disappointed," Johnson said
after the game. "I thought we had everything under control. I give credit to SIU.
Those kids came. back with great «!ffort.
They found something offensively that
we didn't have defensively."
The Racers held a 20-3 advantage in
the fourth quarter until the Salukis hit
a combination that Murray couldn't
solve the rest of the game. The comeback was capped with Saluki quarterback Kent Skornia's pass to wide receiver Cornell Craig to give the Salukis the
24-20 lead with 1:33 left in regulation.

After two consecutive losses, the RacPrs were ready for a run toward a third
consecutive conference champjonship.
The thn!e teams they played -Southeast Missouri, Middle Tennessee and
UT-Martin - will most likely not be
involved in the title chase at the end of
the :-;cason. But wins over those three
opponents got the Racers back on the
track that they have held the last two
seasons.
Each win came in relatively easy fashion, as the Racers defeated SEMO 17-3,
MTSU 35-17 and UT-Marti.n 45-7 to
make their record 4-2 overaU and 3-0 in
the conference.
Each conference game has seen different stars shine, both offensively and
defensively. Linebacker Ronnie Merritt
intercepted a pass late in the game
against SEMO and ran it in for a touchdown to break the game open for the
Racers, who were nursing a 10-3 lead.
Injuries ·hampered the center position
in the victory over the Blue Raiders.
Starter Brian Cox was injured in a

Uan11y Voweii/ The News

Wide receiver Reginald Swinton, senior from Uttle Rock, Ark., runs for yardage
after a reception in the loss to SIU earlier this season.
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freak accident, and it still is not known
if he will come back this year. Backup
center Adam Blalock was inserted into
the lineup, but he went down with a bro- - - - - - - ken foot early in
the game.
Enter
Jason
Preview:
W i I 1 i am s .
Williams, ordinariMurray State
ly
a backup tackle,
looks to repeat
was made into a
its recent history makeshift center
against Austin
on the sidelines
Peay on Saturday. during the game
and was consistent
Story,
throughout
the
page 78
contest.
The game also
marked the reemergence of tailback
Anthony Downs. Downs Wali injured in
the SIU loss, but he ran for four touch·
dowm; and 151 yards in the victory over
Middle.

InSjJu rts

Futuristic dream features oddities, ·p ositives
We have all heard the warnings about the effects that eating right before going to sleep
can have on a person, especially dreams. The other night I
found out that it's true.
It was 1 a.m., I was hungry,
the only thing I had in the cab·
inet was peanut butter and
bacon, and bread, so I did the
obvious, made three sandwiches. After eating' I decided to
turn in. When I did, the fun
began.
The next thing I knew1 it was
the year 2037, 40 years from
now and I was the sports editor
of the West Kentucky Sun. As
it turns out the Paducah Sun
had bought out every local
paper this side of the lakes, and

Sports
Talk
EDDIE
GRANT

accordingly changed its name.
As I went to work, I found
that there had been many
changes in the sports world .
Io'irst of all here at Murray
State, the onset of cloning has
helped the football program
immensly, Mike Cherry IV,
Reginald Swinton III, Denver
Johnson II, and Rob Hart III,

led the Racers to their fifth
straight national title. But the
road was not easy since every
other team in the NCAA had
cloned Peyton Manning.
Also the crew team is the center of national attention, as the
team hasn't lost a regatta since
1999. And they were preparing
to host the Kentucky Dam
International Regatta on Ken·
tucky Lake. '
On the basketball court, third
year head coach Cameron Gottfried, who took his father
Mark's job as head coach in
2022 is still celebrating after
beating the University of Kentucky for the national championship.
·
Also here in 2037, former

University President Kern
Alexander's dream of an cricket
club team was fmally realized.
But will be forced to clo~e due
to lack of competition in the
United States.
In the professional ranks,
after finally retiring for good
from basketball, Michael Jordan tried football. He was the
Uhicago Bears' quarterback
from 2000 to 2010, during
which he lead the team to the
Super Bowl five times, and
winning it three. He next plans
to join the PGA senior tour, and
defeat seven-time PGA champion Tiger Woods.
In NASCAR, Jeff Gordon.
now called the golden oldie,
finally won his third Chronic

Uup championship. By the
way, the MariJuana Association
ot Kentucky nuw sponsors the
Ctrcuit, a s Winston was forced
by the tobacco santions to pull
out in 1999. 'fhe increased revt::nuc brought the minimum
purse for a race to $1 billion.
Then, all of a sudden I was
awakened by the tire alarm in
my dorm, because someone in
lhe kitchen had burned cookies,
and by the time 1 got back in
bed two hours later I couldn't
get back to sleep, aud considerinK th~ we1rdness of the dream
I wasn't Loo disappointed.

Eddie Grant is the assistant
sports editor of the Murray
State News.
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Racers
'sky' over UT-Martin
.

The last shot

•Football: Offensive and
defensive success led to the
Racers' win at UT-Martin
Saturday night, improving
to 3-0 in the OVC.
Bv GREG STARK
SI'OITS EDITOR

Seth Dixon/The News

Chris Hayden, senior from He nderson, serve s unsuccessfully during an intra-squad match In preparation for
the Southern Intercollegiate in Athens, Ga.

Skyhawk Stadium in Martin,
Tenn., is a familiar setting for
Murray State Head Coach Denver J ohnson.
The former UT-Martin assistant from 1986-89 was victorious on the opposing sidelines at
Martin Saturday, as the Racers
won 45-7.
Dan
Loyd
played his
strongest game of the year, as
he went 16-for-25, passing for
253 yards a nd threw for two
touchdowns. The entire Racer
offense dismantled the Skyhawks, outgaining the opposition 494-119.
"We played well offensively,"
Johnson said. "I thought Dan's
performance continued to
improve. We are really encouraged by what we are seeing
there. I was glad to get Josh
Allen into the game, get him
some playing time. Looking
back on it, we probably would
have tried to use him a little bit
more, maybe got him in the mix

a little bit earlier."
Road wins are what Johnson
needs for the Racers to win the
conference. Strong defense will
also help.
"I think that anytime you win
a conference game on the road
(at UT-MartinJ, that is certainly what you have to do if you
have any ambitions of winning
the conference," he said . "They
came out and played really
well, I think they played really
well defensively. We had a couple of penalties, we had about
our best defensive performance
this year."
Johnson said special teams
let the team down.
"We were really disappointed
by our special teams," he said
"'We had a punt blocked. We
had a mishandled snap on a
field goal attempt. We had a
kickoff returned for a touchdown against us. We were in
the middle of a good contest.
Things like that are what win
games for you. We blocked one
of their punts and we had a
couple of good returns. Over
the course of that ball game it
probably balanced itself out."
The special teams allowed
the only score of the game, a
touchdown return toward the
end of the game.
"We would have liked to pre-

serve the shutout for our
defense ," Johnson saad. "We
u All in all, I
thought they played extremely
thought it was a
well and deserved the s hutout.
We had a couple of breakdowns
pretty good outon the kickoff-covering team .
ing for us. "
All in all I thought it was a
pretty good outing for us. We
-DENVER JOHNSON.
managed to get through it
RACER FOOTHALL COACH
without getting anyQody else
hurt,"
Injuries are still affecting the
However, Johnson felt that
Racers, and Johnson hopes the Racers did their job.
they will heal quickly.
"We accomplished everything
"We're still a beat-up football that we wanted to accomplish,"
team," he said ...We're not very he said. "'We had a certain
healthy. I think we managed to menu of things that we wanted
get through this one without to make sure that we looked at
making it worse. Maybe this during the game. Honestly, we
week we can continue with the got some work on them and
guys that are healing real good. once we accomplished that, I
Maybe we can limp through jus t didn't want to get any more
this one and maybe get propped mileage from those guys."
up enough to play Eastern."
Even with its loss, Johnson
After the game became a one- felt that UT-Martin has some
sided affair, Johnson decided to
experiment by using some dif- promise. •
"They've got a tail back guy
ferent plays and schemes.
that
is pretty good ahd their
"We thought we had done
defensive
line is not bad. I
some things pretty well," he
think
they
are real shy and
said. "We decided to try and
timid
at
certain
positions and
take advantage of the situathey
have
some
pretty good
tion. When you're hurt, you
guys
in
the
other
positions. A
have a hard time passing. We
game
like
that
you
never know
were in a situation where we
it
is
going
to
go.
We cerhow
wanted to look at a couple of
tainly
didn't
have
any
predeterthings that we could get on film
mined things to do."
and get some looks up there."

Branch takes advantage of new football options
Bv GREG STARK
SPORTS EonOR

Throughout his football
career, Cliff Branch has had to
learn different positions, playing quarterback in high school
and wide receiver at Murray
State.
He may be learning a new
one.
Late in the game at UT-Martin, with the Racers ahead;
Branch was inserted at tail-

back, so starters such as Anthony Downs and Wilbert Smith
could rest and not risk injury,
something the Racers have not
been immune to this season.
..At one time late in the game,
we put Branch at tailback to
try to keep those other guys
(the starters) out of there," said
Head Coach Denver Johnson.
"He didn't know any plays, so
we just ran the sweep to him.
"He went out there and
turned it up and made a bunch

of yards and the next time we
tossed it the other way and he
ran it for a touchdown."
Branch, sophomore from
Sanford, Fla., felt that lte made
good on his experience.
"They wanted to try me at
running back and 1 took advantage of that," he said.
Branch started playing football at the age of seven. He
started playing after he saw
aquaintances close to him playing.

The ·sisters ofAlpha Delta Pi would
like to congratulate their newest
Delta Members:
Tammy Bailey
Natalie Beavin
Stacey Buchanan
Amy Burgess
A shley Burgess
Beth Ebelhar
Beth Foster
Jean Biter
Kim Holt .
Suzanne Key

Sam Logan
Shannon Nelson
Christine Reiss
Angela Roark
Crystal Roberts
Angela Simpson
Mandee Stetson
Cynthia Sukovich
Laura Tracy
Sarah Vogel

"We used to play football in
my backyard," he said. "I j ust
started playing it then."
Branch appeared in five
games last year as a redshirt
sophomore, catching five passes for 58 yards, including a
touchdown against West Virginia Tech.
Branch felt that fonner Head
Coach Houston Nutt was
responsible for bringing him
here.
"A recruiter came down to

Orlando," he said. "They came
to my school and asked who I
was, and coach Nutt was the
one who really got me here.
Johnson believes that there
is a chance of using Branch
more in the tailback spot.
"That's a possibility (more
play at tailback)," he said.
"Cliffs a big-ol' gOOd-looking
athlete. I'm not sure we'U get as
much out of him as we need to,
playing dangerously. Cliff is a
good receiver, he caught some

Cliff Branch:
Racer wide
receiver has been
tried at tailback.
but learning new

positions Is not
unusual for
Branch, as he was

a quarterback In

high school.

passes down thete and pe Cl'n
do some things for us there. We
keep looking at him, and he's a
good-looking athlete."

Beautiful hair is in
your future, because
June is here!
June from June's House of Styles of Paducah
will be in Murray on the Ist and ~rd Tuesdays
of the Month

at the Headlines Hair Design
Dbdeland Shopping Center
753-0082

Student Discounts
''No 1nore excuses
lor a bad hair day!''
Specializing in creativ~
cuts and relaxers.
(

I·
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Where are they now?
Former Racers shine in pros
the third-string quarter back
for the New York Giants, who
took him in the seventh round
last year.
Former wide receiver David
McCann (1993-97), is on the
developmental squad of the
Pittsburgh Steelers. McCann
was
cut by the Steelers over
Bv EDDIE GRANT
the
summer,
but the Steelers
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
reclaimed him and signed him
There is an unspoken dream a week later.
The remaining Racer in the
that all college athletes have at
pros
is Derrick Cullors (1994one point in their careers making it to the big leagues. In 95), is a running back for the
the case of eight recent Murray New England Patriots. Cullors
State gradua~s, that dream was a member of the developmental squad last season has become reality.
Aa we enter the mid-point of which, means he received a
the NFL season, there are Super Bowl ring for the team's
three, former Racers who are appearance in last year's NFL
among those fighting for a championship.
chance at Super Bowl glory.
There are also two players
The only Racer drafted last who are showcasing their talyear, former quarterba,ck Mike ents in professional leagues
Cherry (1995-97) is currently outside of the United States.

•Athletics: There are currently eight former Murray State Racers who have
gone on to fulfill their
dreams of playing in the
big leagues.

Former defensive back shine. The Bred's baseball
William Hampton (1993-96), is team also hs former members
playing for the Calgary Starn- in the bigs as well. One such
peders in the Canadian Foot- player former pitcher Rick
ball League.
White, formerly of the PittsFormer Lady Racer basket- burgh Pirates, has been dealt
ball standout Stephanie Minor to the Tampa Bay Devil Rays,
(1993-97), is playing in the pro- who will begin league play next
fessional league in Finland.
season.
Another sport in which MurAlso, Kirk Reuter,(1989-91),
ray State has some presence is is now a starting pitcher for the
the NBA.
San Francisco Giants. Reuter,
Popeye Jones (1988-92), is a · according to Giants' manager
member of t he Toronto Rap- Dusty Baker, is "the most contors, after being traded last sistent pitcher all season."
season by the Dallas MaverFor the year, Reuter was 13icks. Also, Marcus Brown, 6 with a 3.45 ERA; and for the
(1992-96), was traded over the wst season, he was 1-1 with a
summer to the Vancouver Griz- 1.93 ERA ~gainst the Marlins.
and
former
But
unfortunately
for
zlies;
forward/guard Vincent Rainey Reuter, that's where his season
(1993-97,) is now in camp for ended when the Marlins beat
the Philadelphia 76ers.
the Giants in the National
Football ttnd basketball, League Divisional Series to
aren't t he only professional advance to the National league
sports wher former players Championship Series.
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Playin' with the big boys
Mike CllelrY;
~rquan.~k1995 - 1997

being drafted in the seventh round
last years NFL draft, by the New York
nial~ Cherry is on their roster as third
quarterback.

David McCann:
RIICM' wide receiver 1993 - 1997
McCann was inVited to Pittsburgh Steelera camp last spring, was cot, then resigned. He Is OQW a member of their
developmental squad.

r~~u.- Brown=

1992· 1996

IHft'Nm·

was traded last season from the

Trailblazers to the Vancouver
1Gt11z:zfiles. ThiS will be his second year
play In the NBA.

·.,;Yikanlf

LADIES
FOOTWEAR
BOUTIQUE
University Plaza
767-0223

Mon.-Fri.: 10 a.rn.-6 p.m.
Sat.: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

.......
•••lie
...

1Aikoaewa

We deliver from 4 p.m.
UNTIL CLOSE

omecomiog
H
· Morrtfngo

8 reakfast

N .L

Pizza

Y

(9 - 11 a.m.)

. ~~[~Iill1r~
of Murray

.
Homecoming
'

weekend sate
l

Welcome Alumni

Early Fall Coordinates by:
Peter Popovitch
DonnKenny

Graff

t/4

OFF

Blazers

coats • Raincoats

t/4

20·300/o

Off

Off

selected Early FaD Dresses

400/o Off

GooD LucK RAcERs!!
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Volleyball improves OVC record
I

I·
I
l

•Volleyb all: Service aces and
solid team defense helped the
Racers win a straight-set victory
over Austin Peay to improve to 5·
1 in the OVC.

BYjASON
STAFF

YATES

Wano

After suffering through a four match
losing streak, the Murray State volleyball team has rebounded impressively
with four consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference victories which were
capped off by the team's 15-12, 16-14,
15-13 triumph over Austin Peay Tuesday night.
MSU was paced by a strong service
game, collecting 14 service aces to

APSU's three, and solid team defense
which allowed the Racers to hand the
Governors their second conference loss
on the season.
Interim head coach Sarah Dearworth stated that the team defense
has been solid all year, but in the last
week and a half has really propelled
the team's hot streak.
"All year our defense has looked
good, but we have been getting to
some balls we have not gotten to earlier this season during the last couple
matches," Dearworth said. "We are
playing together and our enthusiasm
is giving us momentum which has
been carrying us through the whole
game."
Sophomore setter Mica Wojinski
continues to impress while senior

Kristi Hoffman nurses an injury to her
finger. The Austin, Texas native
racked up 48 assists and contributed
an amazing eight service aces to help
thwart the Govs.
The Racers (11-6, 5-1) were offensively paced by Krista Shumard who
added a team high 11 kills to MSU's
assault. Melissa DeRan,a senior outside hitter, was solid all around with
10 kills and a team high 20 digs.
In the two matches preceding
APSU, the Racers succeeded in removing two monkeys from their back.
MSU defeated defending OVC champions Southeast Missouri State, a
team which last year conquered the
Racers twice, and upended preseason
conference favorite Eastern Dlinois, a
team which beat the Racers three

times last year.
"It was big . to defeat SEMO and
Eastern Illinois because they are the
two teams which have been the most
intimidating to us," senior Chandra
Brashers said. "The victories have
been a confidence booster for us after
not playing well."
Dearworth said that the victories
over SEMO and Eastern Illinois were
goals MSU set out to do this season.
"The SEMO win really put us on a
high," she said. "It gave us the confidence to know that we can play as well
as we thought we could."
MSU continues a four game road
trip this weekend as they challenge
Middle Tennessee State tonight at 7
p.m. and tangle with Tennessee Tech
tomorrow at 2 p.m.

Brashers assumes leadership
BYjASON YATES
STAFF

Wama

Chandra Brashers was accustomed to being the focal point
on most volleyball teams she
was a part of until she arrived
at Murray State during· the
1996 season.
Brashers came to Murray via
Illinois Central Junior College
with credentials that included
career totals of 829 kills and
929 digs. She was also selected
a second-team All-American as
a freshmen at ICC.
However, when Brashers
step foot on the Racer Arena
floor for the first time, she
found herself overshadowed by
familiar
Racers
Melissa
Bridges, Stephanie Diebold and
Kristi Hoffman. It was obvious
an adjustment period had to
take place before she could
excel.
"When I came here, I had
many adjustments to make,"
Brashers said. "I did not play
like I was playing at home. I

had to work through my problems and it was hard."
Brashers, an outside hitter
from Washington, lll., did
make the adjustments, earned
a starting spot on the team and
received recognition as a member of the all-OVC newcomer
team.
.
When the 1997 season rolled
around, it was evident that
MSU was going to look toward
Brashers for more leadership
on and off the court, and she
has responded emphatically.
Despite missing a great deal
of the Racers first seven games
of the season with a pulled
stomach muscle, Brashers has
collected 133 kills with a sea·
son high of 26 against Eastem
fllinois and 145 digs with a season high of35 also against EIU.
Even though Brashers feels
that defense is her strongest
and most consistent playing
attribute, she thinks there is
something more important she
brings to the team.
"l can loosen the team up and

make them laugh and have a
good time more than often," she
said. "I am not a captain, but I
lead when I have to. When it
comes right down to it and
something has to be taken of on
the court, I will take care of it."
Interim head coach Sarah
Dearworlh has taken notice of
Brashers' leadership qualities
on the court.
"'When she is talking and
communicating, the girls
always listen and it seems to
put us in the right frame of
mind for the game," Dearworth
said. "She directs traffic well,
and she is always talking
whether it be a confidence
booster or telling someone
where they need to be."
Fellow senior Melissa DeRan
concurs with Dearworth's estimation of her teammate.
"Chandra is an excellent
player and one of our emotional
leaders," DeRan said. "Everyone looks up to her and she
takes charge in the games
when we need her to."

The sisters of

Men's tennis heads
to Intercollegiate

"She directs
traffic adell, and
she is always
talking whether
it be a co'lfi·
dence booster or
telling someone
where they need
to be."

..... teaafetCoach Mel Purcell~ for high fin·
isha oUt pf lit ~ at the Southern lnkrcolk·
giote.
BvG~STAIIK
$AtQirQ Eon'OI
r

The Murray State JD81l'l tamUa team faces n. biaest toUJI-

nament of the fall tide weekend at the Southern IntercolleJiatc!t in Athena, Ga., whiCh starts today and runs throup
Sunday.
Siq_]as aad double& IIUltchM wiD be featured at the event,
wblch wiD f•ture players &om ~ iD the ITA Jlesion D
and Re&iOD lU. Many of the top playen in the nation will be
at tbil event.

-5ARAH D!:ARWOJm-1,
VOI.J..EYBALL HEAD COACH

With half of her senior season
already in the books, Brashers
is concentrating on not only
being successful the remainder
of the year but also enjoying
her final hurrah.
"I am concentrating on having fun because this is my last
year," Brashers said. "Having
fun does mean winning, but it
also means taking everything
in stride."

"My playen will set goocl exposure from this,• taid Hefl,d
COach Uti Purcell. •It givel my playera the ebauc:e to play
t.ouper playars.•
Tcw HarcbDaa, ChrisP~ Joon MiDer and Chris Hay..
den w.il1 mab the trip to Atllenl to repreeent tlie te.ni:&ia team.
-xt•a a chance to ehow my playera one of the nicest facilitiea
ill the 1Wion: .PmeeU uid. .etfa a great, prestigious event. It'a
a
cup to see wlwre we stand.,.

be said. "A.a long as t'hey go down
rn be 'happy.·

v(,.6
3~
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Six Flags·

lbn~ODI1ma7 Va:~

wish good luck to
the
Racer Football Team
on Saturday.

The Racers can continue to climb
the OVC standings with a sweep of
this weekends matches. Coach Dearworth does not expect her team to rest·
on past laurels.
"We cannot overlook any team in the
OVC," she said. ~e have to keep the
momentum that we have and not take
things for granted. The girls know we
have to take the season one game at a
time nnd not look ahead."
Brashers does not foresee a team let
down this weekend.
"We have to knock these teams off to
stay in the top two in the OVC." she
said. "Our team is so up and down
that we have to play our hardest every
time out. When we start thinking it is
going to come easy, we do not play
well."

Theme Parks
Tennessee Performing Arts Center·
Rehearsal Hall 'tf 505 Deaderick
Tuesday, October 14, 1.997
Registration begins at 9 a.m. through 2 p.m.
Auditions begin at 1o a.m.
Call backs will be held same day.

General Infor mation
i::f ALL PERSONS AUDITIONING SHOULD

PROVIDE HEAD SHOT & RESUME.
-(;( You must be at least 16 years of age to audition.
(must be 18 year of age to perform in New Jersey)

i::f

swiss or Cheddar Value Melt

1

I 99¢
I oat per persoa

timil two per coupoa
Must present coupon

I

~· II
c
. ::::::o

F------------ 1
at time o! ourchase

I Biscuit and Gravy
I 99¢ timil two per coupoa
I one per person

Must present coupon
at time of purchase

Expo,.. t 0/24

I
I
I
10/24

~·

L------------.J
Expires

Dancers: Prepare a one-minute dance combination.

If you also sing. prepare (2) one-minute musical
selections.
i::f Siruters: Prepare (3) one-minute sel~ons that
display versatility. PrOvide sheet music in your key
or track tape without vocals! Singers may be ac;kcd
to dance.
i::f Actors: Prepare a one-minute comedic monologue.
If you also sing, prepare (2) one-minute musical
selections.
i::f Stunt Penonuers: Prepare (2) one-minute comedic
monologues, current resume and be prepared to
discuss past pcrfonnancc experience.
Variety Groups or Artists: Prepare a twcrminute
selection that showcases your act or talent
"{;:( Wardrobe and Technical: Interviews held at
audition locations.
-tr Compensation package for performers begins at

*

$1()/hr.

For more information....Qiease call
~

21 0-697-5550

Six Flags Theme Parks is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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OVC season start strong for volleyball
•Recap: After a coaching change,
the Murray State volleyball team
is off to a strong season and conference start.
Bv )ASON YATES
STAFF W RITER

· Following the Murray State vol)eyball team's successful25-10 1996 campaign, many great expectations were
placed on this season. After 17 matches and an 11-6 record, the expectations remain but the dominant theme
of the season has to be unexpected
occurrences.
In June, Head Coach Brenda .Bowlin
accepted the head coaching position at
Mississippi State University. MSU

quickly hired familiar face Sarah
Dearworth to temporarily take her
place.
Dearworth was blessed with a full
stable of returning players, but no one
could have predicted the injury problems the Racers have suffered this
year.
Al1-0VC performer Stephanie
Diebold had off season shoulder
surgery and is still not quite 100 percent despite regaining strength all the
time.
Senior Chandra Brashers missed
the majority of the first seven matches
of the season with a pulled stomach
muscle but has returned to her top
form.
Possibly the most costly injury of the
season is of Senior Setter Kristi Hoff·

man who injured a finger and remains
sidelined after missing six consecutive
matches.
Despite the adversity, Murray State
has performed extremely well
throughout the early portion of the
season.
The Racers began their season with
four consecutive victories including
capturing the Air Force Academy Volleyball Tournament. Hoffman and
sophomore Krista Shumard were
named to the all-tournament team.
The Racers pushed their record to 72 following a victory in their initial
OVC match of the year against Eastem Kentucky. Following their EKU
triumph, MSU experienced a four
match losing streak over the next two
weeks. However, MSU has rebounded

with four straight OVC wins to place
themselves in contention for the OVC
"...ever since the
title.
Morehead game we
"We started out really well, but we
have been playing
disappointed ourselves with some of
our non conference games," Dearworth
our game and sticksaid. "We pulled ourselves out of it
ing together. "
during our OVC contests and ever
since the Morehead game we have
been playing our game and sticking
together."
-SARAH DEARWORTif,
VOLJ.EYBALL HEAD COACH
Much of the Racers success has io be
credited to their team depth. Sophomores Shumard, Rachel Kulp, Liz Melissa DeRan has high hopes for the.
Hettmann, Sar ah Ernst and Mica remainder of the season.
Wojinski have become vital compo"We are in a good position this folnents of the squad {lnd after 17 match· lowing our victories over SEMO and
es not one player outshines another on Eastern illinois," she said. "We still
the team.
have a long way to go and anyone can
After a 5-l start in the OVC, senior beat us on a given day."

Men's golf to be challenge

Truckin' to class?

•Men's golf: The Murray
State men's golf team will
take on some of the country's elite golf programs in
the Kroger Intercollegiate
Monday.

Racers.• as they put themselves
to the test on the Colonial
Country Club layout.
Another emotional boost for
the golf team will be t hat this is
the first time that head coach
Buddy Hewitt will travel with
the team. Hewitt has been
recovering from medical probBY GREG STARK
lems that ha\re relegated him to
SPOIITS Eonoa
the sidelines for the previous
Wits and putts will be matches this year.
"It feels great to be traveling
matched with the Racer golf
team at the Kroger Intercolle- with the team," Hewitt said.
giate Monday and Tuesday in 40 l'm gettin g back in great
shape."
Memphis, Tenn.
Hewitt feels t hat this tournaFive of the top 25 teams in
the nation will be ready for the ment is the premiere event in

collegiate men's golf.
"This tournament will be the
best administered golf tournament in the United States," h.e
said.
•
•
The top 25 teams that will be
featured in the Intercollegiate
are Arkansas, Auburn, Kent
State, Louisiana State and
Michigan.
Even with the tough competition, Hewitt thinks that the
team can achieve a high finish.
"'We'r e shooting to finish in
the top five teams in the tournament," he said. "That will be
a very strong task for us."

Equestrian successful
BY kAREN RAHLFS
CONTRIIUTING W RIT£R

Chris Weatherly/ The News

Beth Vickery, so phomore from Marion, acknowledges Dave Fralish, who is trying to
raise money for the IHSA, an association supporting equestrian.

Murray State Uqiversity has
more winning teams than just
t he football and basketball
teams, but they don't get as
much attention.
One such team is the ~SU
Equestrian Team. The Eques-

trian team should be leading
the region by about 20 points
after winning their first two
meets of the year, according to
Coach Brien Terry.
"It's one of the best teams rve
coached in a very, very long
time," Terry said. "'We've got a
lot of good raw talent. "
The team took several places

"Your Guide to
Outdoor Adventure"

1997-98 Who ' s w h 0
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges
Applications available i n the
Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall
762-6831

Deadline:
Oct. 27
Eligibility: 3.0 GPA
Graduating in December 1997,
May or August 1998;
Demonstrated Campus and Community Leadership
and Involvement

at the horse meet on Oct . 4. In
t he morning s how, Megan
Rossiter placed high point a nd
Staci Rosner placed reserved
high point. In the afternoon
show, high point was Staci Rosner and reserved high point
was Ella Hakanson.
The team's next meet will be
at Murray State, Oct. 24-26.

(502)443-0019
We are your complete bike dealer. We sell cannondale, Specialized,
Kona, & Proflex. We also have a complete mechanic's shop for
servicing bikes. We also carry everything you need for backpacking,
rock climbing, & kayaking.

Come see us lor your gear!

.

•

I

Selected styles ol boots up to 40% o& and an '
assortment ol bicycles on sale as well!
*The North Face
*Oakley
*Timberland
*Vasque

*Gramicci
*Sierra Designs
*Daypacks
*Fleece jackets

3790A HlnkleviUe Rd. Paducah, KT 42001

The Epsilon Tau Clulpter of

Szqma Chz
kitchen & home

would like to give thanks to our

has moved to a

NEW HOME!
BIG

charming white farmhouse
. just past Hoffman's on 94 East

''Cherry Hill FarrJt"
Open ing Oct. 1
Same great selection of kitchen & home

accessories plus, · we will finally have our
· Tearoom and a Bed & Breakfast.

for their continued support
throughout the years.
Your efforts are much appreciated..
In h o c,
The BR oT h e Rs OF Su; ma C h1
Good Luck Racers!

6B

rlotte

I

f

S1Uiday • Thanday
10 ~· - 11 p.m.
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m. .. 12 a.m.

zlppo It prometheus lighters
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APSU .vs. MSU
Homecoming showdown non-conference
•Football: The Racer football team looks to keep
their streak alive against
former conference opponent
Austin Peay.
B Y GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Saturday's
Homecoming
game against Austin Peay will
differ than most match-ups
with the Governors; it will
mark the first time in years
that it will not be a conference
game.
In recent history the Racers
have impeached the Governors,
but this year's match-up may
not be as easy, according to
Head Coach Denver Johnson.
"I think that after what happened to us in the fourth quarter at Southern Illinois, we
can't take anything for granted," he said. "I kinda feel like
going into the fourth quarter
up there that the kids felt like
that game was over, and low
and behold they came back on
us."

Injuries to the Racer football
program had been taking their
toll, but Johnson has hopes of
bringing back one of the fallen
centers soon. Adam Blalock
broke his foot in the Middle
Tennessee win, but is getting
better.
"(Brian) Cox is indeed out,"
he said. "He has a tom ligament. There is still some hope
ofgetting him back playing, but
then again I'm taking the precaution that we've lost him forever. Anything other than that
will be good news. I don't want
to get my hopes up any other
way. Blalock we think will be
getting back. If we don't get
him for Eastern then after the
open date we'll get him back for
that three-game stretch. I'm a
little bit concerned about J ud
Carter. ,Jud's got that Rhoulder
that he had surgery on last
year and it's pretty sore. He's
pretty limited to the use of that
shoulder. We've been trying to
get a lot of mi~eage out of him. I
don't think there is anything
wrong with it, it's just the trauma of the surgery, with a lot of

scar tissue and stuff. I don't
want it to break loo!3e and be
painful. Other t han that, we've
still got ankles, knees, thumbs
a nd elbows. Everybody on the
team has j ust had a joint that's
not quite right."
J ohnson said he believes that
the Racers mu!3t achieve goals
to defeat the Governors.
"I think that our kids have to
take the disposition that we
have a level of expectation; we
have offensive goals and defensive goals; we need to go out
and achieve those goals regardless of who our opponents are,"
he said. "I haven't studied
Austin Peay much, but I know
that program has gone through
some changes."
Johnson said he believes the
home a tmospher e will help t he
Racers stay on track.
"Our kids, obviously playing
at home, we're getting on tr ack
' a little offensively a nd defensively," he said. "I told the guys
that we've got to play and get
better, and that has to be our
goal."
Still, Johnson said that the

anw:

team must be wary of teams
such as Austin Peay.
"Winning and losing will take
care of itself over the course of
the season," he said.
"If we go out and get better
this week. we'll go forward. If
we go out and slack a little bit,
we could mess around and Jose
this game. That's probably a
true statement about every
week."
Kickoff is at 3 p.m. Saturday
in Stewart Stadium.

BYE BYE BIRDIE
Auditions

Open at Spna

Jrd floor- Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building
wednesday
Thursday
oct. ts
oct. t6

lVed thru S un

H wy 68 ne~~°K~~tucky IJakc

-DENVER JOHNSON,
RACER F00113AJJ. COACH

The producc:lon staff of the
6 t st annual campus Lights
Presents

•••••j~,r a

lintite d

"Our kids ...
we're getting on
track a little
offensively and
defensively. I
told the guys
that we have to
play and get better, and that has
to be our goal."

474-2778

uro 8uturdays, "'"'""'"moly for /0 or mfJNJ

9

p.m.-

tt

p.m

You must bring a prepared piece of music for your
audition (at least 16 measures)
Questions or concerns - please contact
Nathan Arnett at 767-9316
1

l han your ( JhriNbrul8
diruwr Jlflriics now
11

7B

PSU, Jets favored
Ohio St. a t P enn St.

Yickett'sl)icl<s

No re:>t for the seventhranked Ohio State Buckeyes.
One week afl.er handling previously undefeated Iowa, they
have to travel to Happy Valley
and do battle with the secondranked Penn St. Nittany Lions.
Joe Paterno's Penn St. squad
has rolled over everyone they
have encow1tered, but have not
faced the likes of the Buckeyes.
Ohio St. was impres~ive last
week in their 23·7 victory over
the Hawkeyes, but that was in
the friendly confines of Columbus.
Yickett's pick· Penn St. 28
Ohio St.17

)ASON YATES

Miami at NY J e ts
Bill Parcells is working his
magic once again. Parcells first
garnered attention by leading
the New York Giants to a couple of Super Bowl titles in the
late 80s and early 90s. Then he
took the lowly New England
PutrioL"' and led them to the
Super Bowl last year. This
year's job might be the most
mesmerizing he has ever done.
The New York .Jets, 1-15 last
year and the running joke of
the NFL the past couple years,
are off to a 4-2 start and a legitimate contender to t.ake the

·COLLEGE·

Austin Peay 3
SOUTli CAROUNA 27 •

HURRAY ST. 15
KentuCky 37
LOUISVILLE 23
Aoncn 34

Tulane 12

LSU 20

TENNESSEE 26
CLEMSON 23
Colorado 21

Georgia 17
Vif1inia IS
OKLAHOMA ST. 16
CALIFORNIA 10
TEXAS J.4

Washington 30
Oklahoma 20
ARIZONA ST. 22
Sanford 28

usc 16
ARIZONA 20

-N FL·

CHICAG07

Grec!n Bay 27

NE'W ENGLAND 31
JACKSONVILLE H
TAMPA BAY2o4
TENNESSEE 23

BUffalo 17
l'htladelphia 16
Detroit 23

C•nclnnatl 20
NE'W ORLEANS 13 •
At!anal9
MINNE'SOTA 23
Carolina 17
SAN FRANCISCO 38
St.loois 22
ARIZONA 20
NY Gianu 12
PITISBURGH 28
lndranapolis 13
WASHINGTON 26
Dallas 21

AFC East championship, coincidentaJly in ~arcclls first year
at the helm. The Miami Dolphins go into New York with a·
3-2 record and might be at t.he
crossroads of their season. A
victory Sunday places t.hem
among the top t(~nms in the
AFC. A loss will put them
among the re.st of the pack
scratching and clawing for a
wildcard spot in the playotTs.
Yickett's pick- NY Jets 24
Miami 19

WE'RE NOT JUST A
FITNESS CENTER...
After-School Care
Teen Center
Sr. Water Exercise
Day Camps
(when school's out)

Murray Family YMCA
University Branch --753-4295
12th St. Branch -- 759-YMCA

Y

are
forming
now!
Call or stop
by our school
t od a y .

Wristband Distribution; SIU Arella South Lobby Bo• Otfle<~
Thu,.., Oct 9 & Fro., Ocl. 10

7am • !lpn1

Knowing How to Defend
Yourself Can Be a Real Life Saver

nckets Available at: Disc Jockey - Paducah
I

Disabled patron toe~ on sate Mon. , Oct 1 3
at the StU Arena Special Events Tlot<et Office • 9am .

"'

$.1
Sherrie Austin
~~
with Spochrl Glltit

soun.aH

The SIU Arene will u tilize Ita
wrlatbendlllnelottery ayatam.
It you w lah to p e rtlclp a te:

~
~

~tU AlENA

CAltO'iDAU, lL

(618) 453·5341

1) You must plcl< up your wristband In

person a t the S IU Arena on 'the
distribution dates 11sted above. 2) You
will receive o n e wristband. It will be put

The SIU Arena will u tilize I ta wrlatbancll11ne
lottery • v • tern. If yo u wl • h t o p a rtic ipa te:

'1 ) You must pick up your wristban d I n parson at t h e
S IU Arena on the distribution dates listed above.
2) You w ill receive one wl'"lst band. It will be put o n
by S t U Arena Staff. 3) Wristbands will not be
available t he first day of sales. 4) Wristbands are not
t r a n sferable 5) There is a 1 0 ticket limit. 6) Camping
I s p roh ibit ed and no other lines or lists w i ll be
h o n o r ed. 7) A wristband Is not necessary to
purchase tickets.

Call Today ~
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray

on by S IU A rena Staff. 3) Wristbands
w ill not be available the fl1"81 d~ of sales.
4 ) W rist bands are not tran11ferable.
5) There Is a 10 ticket limit. 6) Camping
Is prohlbtted and no other lines
or lists will be 11onored. 7) A wristband
Is not necessary to purchase tickets.

Quea • ion s?c ( 61 8) 453-5341

' .n ·~

Queetlona?: (81 8) 453-5341

l

111/(' t l \' h

} ' our l"olential!

ilC!!Sti$l

17

--rO gee :

. en#

;;r

r

::=: .... $

su

'

All Bootlegging Encouraged ·.~:,a,t:!~i·
\

-

;w ~ ""

'
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OnCcnnpus
Debate team
successful
The Murray State
Speech and Debate team
competed at Middle Tennessee State University
Sept. 26. The team took
fourth place out of the 20
participating schools. In
addition, on Oct. 3 and 4,
the team competed at the
Western Kentucky University Forensics Toumament.The team placed
fifth against the IS teams
participating.

Campfire tales
land Between the lakes
will host a Campfire Tales
program Saturday at the
Nature Station, featuring
tales from nationally
known storytellers. At 6
p.m. visitors will tour the
Nature Station's backyard
and then gather around
the campfire. For more
information, call (502)
924-2020.

More rides
coming
J-Bar-J Riding Stables,
which offers horse trail
rides at LBL is expanding
the number and variety of
rides available this fall. In
addition to 60-minute and
90-minute rides, they are
now offering half-day
rides, all-day rides with
lunch, multi-day ride pack_ages with lunch, and pony
rides. For more information, call LBL at (502)
924-2000.

Seventy five years
ago a small teachers
college was opened in
a little town in Western
Kentucky. The facilities for its 8 7 students
consisted of four classrooms and an auditorium in a high school.
From these modest
beginnings, grew a
nationally-recognized
university that would
educate thousands.
A view of the Quad on Murray State's campus as seen
today.
Chris Weatherly/ The News

rom mo
75 years of MSU History

Wood's Ha
dorm. The
A ..Mayfest" celebration was held
annually in Murray
State's Quad in the
1930's. The tradition of wrapping
ribbons around the
Maypole
was
observed at the
event.

Program
announced
Murray State's Scottish
~eritage Elderhostel program will be held Nov. 2-7
'at Kenlake State Park
~dge . Lectures will
ihclude information on
.fOlkways and Scottish
immigrants. For more
information, call 2160 or
te00-669-7654.

,Traditional
wedding displayed
; The Homeplace-1850
will recreate a mid-19th
century wedding, including
tile customs, traditions,
games and festivities typiP,I of that era. The ceremony will begin at I p.m.
For more information, call
•
(502) 942-2000 or (931)
232-6457.

.'·.

Environmental
••~areer conference

• The Environmental
Careers Organization 'will
host the 1997 National
Environmental Career
Conference Oct. 24-25 in
Boston. This event will
feature a variety of leecures, panel discussions,
I
workshops, field trips and
networking opportunities.
For rriore information,
visit the organization's
V(ebsite at
h~://www.eco.org.

Complied by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Ufe Editor

Racer Are
date the g
est at Muf
same yea
State Me~
Team was

Pholo courtesy of The
Shield

Murray State got its first national greek organization -

Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Murray got its first competitive

The campus continued to grow, as Carr Health building was built and Oakhurst and the University Farm
Pogue Library and Ordway Hall, which
were purchased. Student life was enhanced with the founding of The Student Organization, an organiwas
used as a men's dormitory, were built.
zation designed to promote interest in student affairs and unify campus activities, among other
goals. The organization was later renamed the Student Government Association.
he school became Murray State Teachers College.

1926

As construction was underway on Lovett Auditorium, the Baseball team completed its first season with a 5-7 record.
As the school continued to develop, the first student governing bod~
en's Self-Government Association, was formed. This year would also m
graduates of Murray State Normal School. The 1926 class had 12 gradu•
Construction began on Wilson Hall, which housed the school's
first library and gymnasium, and on Wells Hall, originally a
he school's first building was completed, as
women's residence hall. This year also marked the first
the number of clubs and organizations
season for the men's basketball team.
increased. Murray's first athletic team, football ,
ended its first season with a 3-3·3 record .

Oct. 15, 1923

The ground breaking was held in a
farming field, for what was to be the
first building, the Administration
Building. The building has since
With 87 students enrolled in its six classes, Murray
been named the Wrather West
State Normal School officially opened in the building that
Kentucky Museum.
is now Murray Middle School. Students were given room
and board in town for $4-$6 dollars a week.

Sept. 24, 1923

Sept. 1 , 1922
Murray was chosen as the site for Murray State Normal school.
he citizens of Murray and Calloway County raised more than $116,000
to persuade legislators to chose Murray.

L

By Sarah

f.

A
student
practices for
typing class In
the typing hlb
located In the
Business
Buildinaln the
1970s.

9B
The Murray State Residential College system was Implemented.

The Martha Layne Collins Industry and Technology Build·
lng was opened.

The Curris Center was completed.

Reagan Field was
relocated next to
the stadium.

Alpha Phi Alpha was founded.
Roy Stewart Stadium was
completed.Detta Sigma Phi
and Kappa Alpha Psi
were founded.

1961-71

uring this decade Murray State underwent tremendous
growth. As proof of its growing prestige as an academic institution,
n 1966 Murray State College became Murray State University. To
meet the student population increase, several buildings were added to •
urray State's campus: Richmond Hall and College Courts (1981 ), Clark
all and the Business Building (1962), Franklin Hall (1963), Elizabeth, Springer
and Winslow Dinning halls (1964), Applied Science (1965), Hart and White halls ·
(1966). Sparks and Hester halls, the Lowery Library Annex, Mason Nursing Building
and Carmen Pavilion (1967), Regents Hall (1970), General Services Building, Doyle Fine
Arts Center and Faculty Hall (1971). With the growth In student population also came an
Increase In organizations and athletics: Men's Golf Team and Alpha Omicron PI (1961 ),
Alpha Gamma Delta {1966), Women's Tennis Team, Men's Cross Country and Kappa
Delta (1967), Alpha Gamma Rho, Lamdba Chi Alpha, Sigma Pi, Alpha Delta Pi and the
Women's Track Team (1988), Kappa Alpha, Sigma Nu and Sigma Phi Epsilon (1969),
Delta Sigma Theta (1970), Women's Basketball and Cross Country teams and Alpha
Kappa Alpha (1971 ).

Wight, College Life Editor

Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Chi and Tau
Kappa Epsilon were founded at Murray.
Students take
advantage of the

1957

newest III!ChnolOIY In a compuw lab located
In the Business

I Kappa Alpha, Murray's first hational frater·
~ was built to be used as a women's
nlty, was founded at Murray State. To accomae team had it's first season.
date the growing number of activities on campus,
the Waterfield Student Union was built. The building
was renovated into the main libr~ in 1978.

r

Buildlns.

PhQt,g ~~Y. \..L..

1955

......... ...

"

ofTheShield

ta was built to accomaowing athletic interay State. The
the Murray
lackbum Science Building was completed.
s Tennis
formed.
he school became Murray State College.

ltruction was completed on the Old Fine Arts Building.

ha was founded at Murray State.

en's track team.

Photo courtesy ol The Shield

Aboft: The Murray State paduatln1 dass of 1994 flies Into the cornmenc.nent eeremon,

In Racer ArenL

Photo courtesy of The Shield

Left: Students wortc In a chemistry lab in what Is now Wrather Welt Kentucky ...,....,...
WrMher wu the flnt bulldin1 on Murray State's campus. The . . . . . . wu ........-., the
AdmlnM&atlon .......... 1M It wu used for science daaes In ... lt20a ..... ~
I

I
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Stones classic, Tonic appealing
The Rolling Stones
Bridges to Babylon

Music Reviews

•Many rock n' roll fans , young
and old alike, relish the
Rolling Stones. The Stones
"can't get no satisfaction"' with
ending their careers after the
highly successful Voodoo
ti>unge album and tour. Thus,
the successful but aging band
has released a new album,
Bridges to Babylon, along with
starting a new tour to accompany the new release, also
titled Bridges to Babylon.
·Bluesy guitar riffs make this
aJbum, along with Mick Jagger's raw lead vocals, a flash·
back to the 60s, when the
Stones were competing with
the Beatles for rock suprema·
cy. The technology of the 90s
allows the Stones more free·
dom to experiment, but aiHo
keep the Stones sound intact.
This album is not without its
soft. touches. "Anybody Seen
Thl

Greg Stark and
Chris Bindewald
My Baby" is the first release
off the new album, and is a
bluesy ballad features a chorus
that resembles k .d. lang's
~constant Craving'' (the
Stones added her as a writing
co·credit to avuid legal hassles). "Already Over Me" is a
long ballad that picks up volume and speed at the end.
A song that slightly brings
the album down' iH "You Don't
Have to Mean It." This song
feat.ure/3 lead vocals by Keith
Richards and is backed up by
what is meant to sound like a
Mexican Tejano band. Horns
and a Mexican beat were
never meant for a Stones song.
Thts album's music is pure
Stone::,.
Bridgf!ll to Babylon: A-

Tonic
Lemon Parade
This CD can be described in
two words - Kick ass. These
guys really rock. This album
is on the edge, however, it's
not so far out that the average
person can't enjoy.
The vocals are competent, if
not superior. The guitar is
raw, but not to the point of
being overbearing. These guys
are on their way. They will
make a ton of cash, and hopefully, a ton of music as well.
The first three tracks are
worth the price of admission.
But, don't be fooled. 'fhe
remainder of the CD is above
average. The most impressive
aspect of this effort is the
band's ability to mix hard-hitting aJtemative rock with
meaningful ballads.
Tonic produced a winner
with this one. The only draw·
back to the CD is a couple of

lengthy ballads. 1'hen there is
the title of the CD - Lemon
Parade. 1 don't get it.
But Y<hu cares about the title
anyway. These guys are musicians, not novelists
If you like mus1c that is in
style but doesn't go out of
l)tyle, this CD is for you.
Lemon Parade: A

••
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WeekAhettd

•

Friday, Oct. 10
-Golf Tournament: 8 a.m. to
sunset at Miller Golf Course
eOpen House: The Murray
State News, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m .•
Room 111 in Wilson Hall
•Speech and Hearing ScreenIng: 1 to 4 p.m. on the first
floor of the Special Education
Building
•Marathon ~ ~Run for the Racers," an annual five kilometer
run, 5 p.m. in front of Carr
Health
•Reception: College News/The
Murray State News Alumni,
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m., Room 111
in Wilson Hall
•Banquet: Agriculture Alumni,
6:30 p.m. in the Small Ballroom
on the third floor of the Curris
Center
•Banquet: College of Business
and Public Affairs Homecoming
Banquet, 6:45 p.m in the Curris
Center Ballroom on the third
floor of the Curris Center
•Banquet: Nursing Alumni, 7
p.m. in the Mississippi Room on
the third floor of the Curris Center

Saturday, Oct. 11
-Meeting: ~M" Club, 8 a.m. in
the Curris Center Small Ball·
room on the third floor of the
Curris Center
•Breakfast: Annuai.College of
Education Breakfast, 8 to 9:30
a.m. at Murray Middle School
-Homecoming Parade: Begins
downtown and ends at 15th and
Main streets on campus. 9:30
a .m.
•Tent City: Homecoming Festival and Reun1on beg1ns at 11
a.m. adjacent to Roy Steward
Stadium
•Reunion: All College
News/The Mu"ay State News
alumni from 1928 to 1997 are
invited, 11 a.m. at the Fine Arts
and Communication tent at Tent
City
•Reception: Occupational Safe·
ty and Health Alumni, 11 a.m.
by the College of Industry and
Technology tent at Tent C1ty

By Gabe Martin

-Sex 1n the bathtub 1.8 highly overrated."

•Reception: Physics and Engi·
neering Physics Department
Alumni, 11 a.m. next to the Col·
lege of Science tent at Tent City·
•Pregame Festivities: 2:30
p.m. at Roy Steytart Stadium
-Homecoming Game: Murray
State vs. Austin Peay, 3 p.m. at
Roy Steward Stadium
-Reception: Political
Science/Criminal Justice/Legal
Studies Alumni, post 9amA At
Joe Rose's house, 808 Sha-Wa
Circle, Murray

Sunday, Oct. 12
-Recital: Elizabeth Berry Kid
will perform on saxophone and
oboe, 3:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hallin the Doyle Fine
Arts Building

Monday, Oct.13
•Residency Deadline: last day
to apply for a residency review
for the Fall 1997 semester in
the Admissions Office on the
first floor of Sparks Hall

Tuesday, Oct. 14
-Musical Evening: •An Evening
of Richard Rodgers, Kay Bates
and Friends," 8 p.m. at the Performing Arts Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Building
-computer Classes: Powerpoint, 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
Internet Basics, 4:30p.m. to 6
p.m. in the lowry learning Center
•Seminar: John Thompson will
speak about budgets, 12:30 to
1:30 p.m. in the Mississippi
Room·on the third floor of the
Curris Center

Wednesday, Oct. 15
•Birthday Bash: Elizabeth College residents with an October
birthday, 5 p.m. in the lobby of
Elizabeth College

Thursday, Oct. 16
-concert: MSU Orchestra, 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
•F1rat half-semMter claasea
end

"I don't care what they say-- I'm stay1ng home "

The Brothers of
~----sigma Phi Epsilon
would like to congratulate
I

A~TI

over-All Winners of
the Buffalo Bed Races
LLL Bed Race Champs
Ar~ 1st ·Runner:- up

CR Books & Music
35% off Hardcover Bestsellers
25% off cD and Cassette Bestsellers

h
I\

\\

qz6t Q~tl6te4US ;4Mll46U

Hwy. 641 North
1/4 mile North of Wal-Mart

753-READ
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Welcome Back
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumnae
.

}

Saturday, Oct. 11 Tent Lity
Saturday, Oct. 12 - 1 pm Family Picnic
President's Lawn
Bel Air shopping center
753.0440

1OO/o off with MSU J.D.
All New Expanded
Buffet &: Bakery
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Carrot Top:
the comedian
will be preformlnlln

HEATHER MARTIN
STAff WIITO

The red-headed comedian,
Carrot Top, will make his
third visit to Murray State
University Oct. 19, appearing
in Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Known for his impression of
the "Wendy's Girl," Carrot Top
relies on travel trunks over·
flowing with toys and props to
show the audience his experiences with life. Some of his
live acts involve an array of
lights, lasers and music.
A native of Florida and a
graduate of Florida Atlantic
University with a degree in
marketing, he has been named
the top collegiate entertainer
for his unique brand of comedy.
.
Carrot Top was last at Murray State in 1993. He has been
the recipient of the Comedian
of the Year and the National
Association of Campus Activities Entertainer of the Year

Lovett Audi-

torium at
8 p.m. on
Oct. 19.

awards. His high-energy performance has obtained him
the American Comedy Award
for Best Male Stand-up.
Jeanie Morgan,
secretary/coordinator of Student Government Association,
saw Carrot Top when he was
last atMSU.
"Carrot Top was hilarious,"
she said. "He was a very funny
guy, and I encourage everyone
to buy tickets and come see
his show."
Carrot Top has taket;t his act
to lengths beyond live performances. He has appeared on
"Regis & Kathy Lee," "The
Tonight Show," ~olitically

Incorrect," "Comedy Club AllStars" and the "Jerry Lewis
Telethon."
He just now started his
movie career, beginning with
the October release of the Trimark Pictures comedy "Chairman of the Board." The film
relates the tale of an unusual
young man who takes over the
top job at a frail corporation.
In addition to his movie, Carrot Top is available to fans on
the web. His web site
(www.carrot top.com) includes
his current tour information,
merchandise and television
and film reviews by Carrot
Top himself.
Tickets for his performance
are on sale in the SGA office
on the first floor of the Curris
Center. Ticket prices are $5
with an MSU I.D. and $10 for
the general public (limit one).
Tickets may be ordered by
credit card by calling (502)
762-6951.

Sigma Chi's offer sober drivers
began last s~mester, but Wagner said he got
the idea forT-shirts from the Sigma Chi chapter at the University of Kentucky.
Wagner said this is an effort to make the
campus safe and that the program will remain
in effect because it has been established in the
by-laws of the chapter.
Wagner said the program. is off to a good
start. At the Sigma Chi party last weekend the
drivers were busy the all night.
·
"Other fraternities do have DD's," he said.
"But it is hard to find them if they are not
marked, and hopefully, they will take this into
consideration."
Tommy Phillips, detective captain for Public
Safety, said it is good for the host of the party
to provide designated drivers, but friends
should take turns driving as well.
"If a vehicle-load of friends goes to a party
they can pick ~nd DD, which works pretty
well," he said. "Either way, it's a wonderful
idea to have a designated driver."

BY BETH BRADLEY
STAFF WRITEI

There have been 14 DUI arrests by campus
police this semester. The brothers of Sigma Chi
fraternity are trying to reduce that number
through a new designated driver program.
Three designated drivers are now provided
for anyone at a party at the Sigma Chi house,
and two for family parties. They wear navy
shirts that say "sober sig" on the back.
Ryan Wagner, public relations officer for
Sigma Chi, feels this makes the designated drivers more visible and approachable.
"This makes DO's easier to approach, and
people feel more comfortable asking for a ride,"
he said.
Wagner said the chapter is supportive of the
program. All names go into a hat and three are
drawn before every party until all names have
been chosen and the raffie begins again. This
way everyone does their fair share.
The planning for a designated driver program

You- have noticed i t - itaems to be m
kcitement. s~
tiOIL Ifa Homeconring Weekend. :with all of' its
Celebration and p~t.ry.
'lbia year the residQtial con~ bave
taken 8tepe tq pt caught up with all of the
festivities surroUncJina' Homecoming. Ranging
the~. Anticipation.

from maldng a float to participating in the
banDer Contest ipooaored by the Student Government Association. the residential colleges
can be seen everywhere.
·
Elizabeth and Hart colleges have gone one
step~. T~ Elizabeth College 'is bonorin&' with a reception and appetizer tbe two
football ~ living in the halL After the
bonfire OD 'Diuraday night. the Bait House
Blua Bar, a student band. performed at Eliz-

abeth.
M.- of the dift'erent reaidential colleps
tool part iD the Wood Wara, a ~teat to see
which ~ntial -college can bring the moat ·
wood to the bonfire on Thursday night.
bteiW ~£,the tn\veUna trophy awarded eadl
,... mfJUJ ~*Jt, framed~ates 'Wet8•presented to the winniui colleges. ln addition, all
~91 .,..hicb competed received a dift'erent
~for their supPn-t of the Homecomjng .activitieL
Elizabeth; Hester and White colleges have
taken it upon them selves to ~parately t!Jlter
ftoata into the parade on Saturday. The other
coUeaea have joined toRee in building a
fou1'th ftoat representing the other colleges.
Hart College i8 planning a pizza party for
reilidellte before the bonfire at 6 p.m. On Saturcta.J. ell the naideata will be invited to
attend the game aa a pvup. Following the
pme. an activity which bad not been deter·
mined by preaa time is planned for Hart reai-

deat&
Eliubeth CoUep Will have a booth aelling

c:arameJ applafJ Sa:~ at Tent City. The

wm

~~-hpetbeoption ofpart.id.•·
~\~\~._.cleiJtial CoDep CouDdl
~~MD be Otferiag bOth bot dop ~

~. beli"D;ftl at noon, Elizabeth

:colhijj $~a nc:eption for the alumni,
serving finger foods for 'the alumni to enjoy.

MATCH POINT
Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.

Pick up a fiesta in a bag at your
Murray Taco John's---- 6 crispy tacos &
one pound of delicious potato ole's.
Great for any party!

COMPUTER SALES AND SERVICES

central shopping center
753-9697
"Located directly across from Stewart Stadium"

Customized Systems • Repairs
Upgrades • Premium Components
to new
1210 Main St. next
Rite Aid.

Welcome

753-3426

Back

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!!!
Monday-Saturday 1o a.m. • 6 p.m.
753-0113

Alumni

si!oo
Any Ca••et:t:e Tapet
Cls!rLQ!l
Your Am'A...PINE

orr

Any Compact Dl•cf
Expires Nov. 2

~ ~~ Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

'Coupon good IOWIIrda purchue of regular priced mercii1111CII.. only, nol wild In comblnellon -'Ill eny Giller t~MCJeia, ciKOUIIIa ot otter..

Good Luck-: Racers in
H o ri1 e c o m·i n g 1 9 9 7
~

' t

.

l

r----------------------------------------,

!
:

1

Cf1ina f,uffet

S~ec6uat1, tiut1at1 & Mat1darlt1 Cutst.,·e
ea,. lt1 & Take Out"

.All

you

Welcome Home IIKA Alumni!
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha would like
to cordially invite all Pike Alumni to
Homecoming
t 997
.1
i'

"

C.AN f.AT f,UfffT

11 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. Daily Buffet
Food Bar, Salad & Dessert Bar ·
15% Off with this Coupon ~
10% Off with MSU I.D.
600 N. 12th St. (Next to Taco John's)
753-8916
Monday-Thursday: 10:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Sunday: 10:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

'
L----------------------------------------~

Friday 7:30p.m. Formal Reception
(At the Lodge)
Saturday 11-2 p.m. Tent City
saturday 7:30 p.m. casual Reception
(At the Lodge)
........,........... details call 762-
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The News celebrates 70th anniversary
H EATHER M ARIE MARTIN
STAFF Wltllllt

The Murray State News is celebrating
70 years of publication today.
In honor of its anniversary The News is ·
having an alumni reunion this weeken~
to go along with the Homecoming events.
The reunion will begin with an open
house today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., in
room 111 Wilson Hall. Following the
open house, an alumni reception will be
held from 5 p.m. to 7:30p.m. This will be
open to anyone who wants to tour The
Murray State News news room or to
obtain information about the staff.

O ctober I 0, 1997

Spin off

"I anticipate quite a few people to
Saturday, during Tent City, alumni can
come," Herndon said. "I hope to have at
come and visit the The News booth from
least 200 to 300 people."
11 a.m. until game time. At the tent,
alumni may gather and pick up the newly ·
Over 1,800 questionnaires have been
created reunion pamphlets.
sent to the former students of the Murray
State journalism department inviting
The pamphlets contain information on
them to the reunion. Herndon said he
the current careers of former employees of
expects a diverse group at the reunion.
The Murray State News, including their
Alumni from the 1930's to the present
e-mail and home addresses, their staff
and from numerous areas are expected to
positions and the years they attended the
attend.
University. These pamphlets are free for
"This reunion should be very interesting
alumni.
to see," said Herndon, a former employee
Orville Herndon, computer systems
of The Murray State News from 1982~88.
technician and organizer of the reunion,
Herdon held a variety of positions during
expects a great tum-out for the reunion.
his time with the paper.

Love of outdoors basis of new organization
,

The club held its first meeting Sept. 9 with about 50 people
attending, Baker said. However, since the meeting took place
during fraternity "rush," he expects more students to join. Our. Many people grew up enjoying the experience of camping out.
ing the meeting potential members were informed of the club's
schedule which includes numerous activities.
What some Murray State students with such interests may not
realize is that there is a new campus organization to serve their
For instance, the club plans to have weekly campouts and
needs.
backpacking trips. In fact, the group took a canoeing trip Sept.
20 to Buffalo River in Tennessee. Future plans include a rock
: The Outdoor Adventure Club was created for those who enjoy
the great outdoors. Jared Baker, Mark Hatfield and Andy
climbing trip in southern Illinois during the early part of
Mowrey, the club's founders, decided to form the club so they
November and a backpacking trip in the Ozarks or New Mexico
could pursue their interests in outdoor activities.
during spring break.
' "There wasn't a club here Murray State that fulfilled our
For those interested in joining the Outdoor Adventure Club,
interests like backpacking, rock climbing and canoeing," Baker · meetings are held every other Thursday in Hart Hall Coffee
&aid. "We wanted to get involved in this type of stuff so we decid· House. There is a $5 fee each semester which helps pay for gas
and cookouts.
ed to create a club that would."
BY STEVIE LOWERY

(ONTR18UTINC W RITER

at

·Internet
offers
c~llege

games

BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Many people's idea of playing computer games
goes no further than staring at a screen full of solitaire cards. Their reward for winning is a simple
feeling of elatement, watching the card graphics
dance across the screen for. a few seconds,
For some, however, that's not enough. Recently,
Internet contests and games targeted for college
students have made their way onto the Web. Prizes
include new cars, getaways and scholarship dollars.
College JEOPARDY! Online is a game now available through the Sony corporation at the

Seth Dixon/The News

Louisville senior Mitchell Bradley uses a la the to spin a
wood plate that will become the bottom of a birdcage.

station@sony.com. Full-time students 18 or older
are eligible to play for a weekly sweepstakes and
the grand prize of a 1998 Pontiac. Free long distance, Internet service and Sony merch andise
including Walkmans, Discmans and newly-released
COs will also·be up for grabs.
C-Web Campus Central, found at
www.enn2.com/cweb.htm, is one site set up strictly
for college students. It includes campus dude/babe
contests, greek news, campus and home page of the
month and a featured college newspaper. Also
included are a live college chat room, college classifieds, campus romance and a student forum. ·
Link The Digital Campus is a daily updated site

for college students. It includes The Cotton Quiz,
sponsored by Cotton, Inc., in which students can
win the grand prize of a fiv~day, four-night getaway for two to Cancun, Mexico. Other awards are
made daily. The site is at www.linkmag.com.
Students with their own web pages can enter the
Vivarin: There's No Place Like Home Contest for a
chance at a $10,000 scholarships. Their spring
break-ability index game is a humorous quiz to
determine your personal best spring break getaway.
These are only a few of the sites made for students. Other sites such as TalkCity and America
Online also provide some services geared toward
campus life, in addition to their regular services.

,
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Pumpkin Painting on
~omino 's patio unless
bad weather, then inside
from
2-4 p.m. 011 Oct. 18.
Pumpkins and paint will
be provided by
~~lt.,,..

. . c:~AITE" eO"'
~.£>

Free photo buttons will
also be
provided.

~~

The Sisters of

ALA
would like to congratulate the winners
of
Teeter for Tots
1st Place LX
2nd Place A TQ
3rd Place AXA
Spirit AXA

Alpha Ganuaa Deltt
wish to congratulate

Rainey Rafferty
Paulette Lohman

Angela Boberts
For being selected For
Order of OmegG
Greek Honor Society.
We ~re Proud of You!
Love,
Your Sisters In
AlphG GGmmG.Delta

..

--$1:· .

-

- -·
I
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~ Congratulationsand ~
~

~~

Good Luck
..
Alison Hill
~i•
on malting
I
Homecoming Court •J

r
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-Panhellenic-
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TatOoist to set up·business in Murray MSU employees
write textbook for
sports managers

BY jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
VIEWPOINT Eorroa

They call him "Frenchie" because he
wears a beret.
The next thing people immediately
notice about him is his body suit, stretch:
ing from his neck down to both wrists and
then all over his body. But this body suit
isn't made of fabric or material; rather, it's
his own skin. covered by dozens of colorful
tattoos that draw the eye to a hundred different scenes.
David White knew he wanted to be a tattooist at age 20, soon after he got his first
tattoo - a half-dollar sized scorpion on his
right ann. After 16 years of traveling
around the country perfecting his trade,
White has made Murrfiy his last stop, and
Vintage Tattoo Studio will soon call Main
Street home.
Since 1984, White has traveled from
New York to Florida, from Nashville to
California. During the summer, he traveled with Easy Rider Magazine and rodeos.
In the winter he traveled with approximately 20 to 25 other tattooists to national
conventions.

White said that in all of his exploits, one
of the proudest moments in his career
came when he tattooed a woman in South
Dakota. At the age of86, the woman traveled hundreds of miles from Dallas, Texas
to South Dakota to receive a tattoo by him
on her birthday.
"It is our job as professionals to take
care of the the people, and people recognize
that," White said.
He is honored to have learned some of
the artfonn from Paul Rogers. Within the
idustry, Rogers is considered the 'Grandfather of tattooing," said White.
"Mr. Rogers told me that our art is done
by bristles with needles," said White.
White hopes to have his own apprentience someday. But, he said he cannot
find anyone who makes the cut.
White calls himself a tattooist, not an
artist, because it takes more lhan great
artwork to make a great tattoo. He also
considers himself a master of the trade.
"The secret of a good tattoo is seen five
years down the road," he said. "If it's good
you know it."
What made White end his free-style life?
"Paula," he said.

After three marriages and more than a
decade on the road, it was a woman, Paula
Grace, who made him want to settle down.
"fm going to be 50 years old this year, so
I knew I had to hold on to it," he said.
"Looks can be deceiving. He is a gentleman-debonair - one of the few good ones
left," Grace said.
White also believes that Murray will be a
great place for business.
"Twenty years ago the only people to get
tattoos were bikers, sailors and drunks,"
he said. "Now everyone wants one. The
new generation of people - college students- have helped tattooing to become a
new art form."
White h~s also recognized the growing
popularity of body piercing and will
include it in his list of services.
"There are over 8,000 people on Murray's
campus, and I would bet at least 2,000
want tattoos, that is why I'm here," said
White.
With Grace's help, White is now finishing renovations on his studio located
across from Sparks Hall on Main Street.
The grand opening for the shop is scheduled to be in three weeks.

STAff WRIT£11

Everyone experiences the
occasional prank call. Usually
people just shrug it off and
continue with what they are
doing, but when the calls persist or become threatening,
then action must be taken.
"It is against the law to
make obscene and life-threatening phone calls," said
Tommy Phillips, detective captain at Public Safety.
"However, the annoyance
comes when the caller hangs

Dianne B. O'Brien and Jamet 0. ~ recently bad a
textbook. the1 co-authored publ.iabed by Fitneu IDf'ormation
Technology. Inc. ofMorgantown, W. Va. O'Brien is a profeaaor
at Murray State Univenity in the Department ol Health,
Physical Education and Recreation. Overby retired u general counsel from MSU, but I'8JD8iDa •or C011Dief' at tbe Univer.sity, conducting lepl reteardl.
The textbook, Legal Aspects of Sport E:cltrepreneurahip,
was published as one of a seriet Qf boob for 8pQrt :manqers.
"We anticipate that the book will be ~ u a text by
several universities: O'Brien said- "'We~ h89e an adoption this fall in California.•
'
The book containa cbapten on ao~ f'lf la~. CODtractS,
forms of business orpnbation, ~• ..W.1e1 to negligence, product liabiUty, worbn compen-.tioo. erowd control,
constitutional and civil riJbta iuuea and.riek ~
The textbook exploration
the ..... of sport
management and legal Upects. Bec:a1l8e tocla71 Hudenta who
are involved with e~ ~ may ee8k careers
beyond those in the traditioJial
ofcoaching or education,
the book becomes a valuable tool for the clauroom.
"... What OOday'e aport ~t atudentneeda moat is a
course (and a textbook) that t'oc:wfes on those Jepl concepts
most frequently encountered by the aport bullinMI practition~.· said Peter J. Graham of the University of South Carolina
in Columbia.
"Legal Aspec:ts of Sport E~p ia tbe oa1y ten.,
book I have read that tuiftllt tbia need.. A~ Dianne B.
O'Brien and James 0. Overby havedone • superb job ot
blendi:hg their respective professional~ a _,that
hU resulted in the pJ'Oduction of an outewldi:ng
law
textbook - a text which fQC11f88 ~eal]y on the needa of
thoae contemplatinfaport buaineea careen.•
Graham wrote the foreWord fir the~
O'Brien's expe.rti8e Jn eporta aad ~· bowledp ot

mterwea.areu

Students can take steps to end harassing calls
BY BRANDl WIUIAMS

STAff Ra'ORT

up when someone answers.
Unfortunately is something we
have to deal with.
"If it is just a Murray State
annoyance call there is not a
lot we can do, but if the calls
are obscene, on or off campus,
we can do something about
that," Phillips said.
Two or three times a year
reports of obscene or life
threatening calls are go to
court, where prank callers
must answer to the charge of
harassing communication.
"The District Court Judge
Leslie Furches put out a stan-

dard punishment of 90 days
suspension in jiul and a fine of
$100 in court costs for harassing communications," Phillips
said.
H a person is receiving ·
obscene calls, public safety can
trace the calls and find out
where the calls originated.
"Every time you make a
phone call there is a record of
the day, time, and duration of
the call," Phillips said, "I guess
these people do not realize
that when they are making
obscene calls that there is a
record of it."

Sarah Parton, a sophomore
from Covington was a victim of
prank calls last semester. She
and her roommate began
receiving strange calls from a
male individual late one night.
"At first I was angry, then as
the night progressed and the
phone calls increased I got
scared and wanted them to
stop," Parton said.
Parton reported the calls to
Public Safety the next day.
"The people at Public Safety
were very helpful and handled
the matter very professionally/' Parton said.

m

handlingbusi~-~-~--bJiil'
a bwsineu are
ill SW ~ TJW
b&.'N men
than 30 pu]>A~~-~-- , ..,,~~tO~
credit.
'
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Mr. Gatti's AD·You-can-Eat
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:Pizza & Spaghetti Buffet and Drin~
I
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SULLIVAN'S
Bent Grass Green

Public Welcome
Par 3 Golf Course
Holes....... $3 18 Holes...... $5
Weekends A HoUdays
9 Holes..... $S 18 Holes...... $18
Golf Carts
9 Holes..... $3 18 Holes...... $8
Rental Sets.............................. $1
Driving Range...................... $2
Mlnlature Golf...................... $2
SoftbaU & Baseball
Batting Cages ........... SO¢

Dnn t

$4 19
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I

1
I ·coupon Good Thru 10-16-97

PAR 3 GOLF A SPORTS CENTER
The Swlnginglst Place In Town

18 Exciting Holes
110-200 Yards
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1
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Lunch

1
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a.~.-2 p.m. I

s p.m.-9 p.m.
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Aveda pure plant product• and aervlcaa for hair, akin,
body and llfeatyla. A complete collection of personal care
products with the benefits of pure flower and plant essences. A
unique approach to personal style that calebrates the Individual. An
innovative way of looking at beauty. Aveda, pure and simple.
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Additional Toppings
$t each per plua
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804 Chestnut st.

301 N. 12th St. • 767.()760

753-1152
From Hwy 641 N. turn
West at Skating Rink - 1 mUe
PGA Teaching Professional
Lynn Sullivan
Golf Lessons $20

WITH A WHOLE CAREER AHEAD OF YOU, IT PAYS TO HAVE A GREAT NAME BEHIND YOU.

r

Commonly
Unbearable.

We will be mterviewing all majors for posiTions ava~able throughout
our Theme Parks and Resorts, including Attracrions, Food & Beverage.
Merchandise. Ufeguarding and more. Plus. this summer. those fluent 1n
Portuguese. should be sure to ask about special opportunities. So plan
ahead for our visit. Discover,a World of Opportunities at Disney.

Believable.
Subsequently
Fatal.
=. '._.-,_ .... - ·:-.'

~.

. ••

UNTREATED

DEPRESSION

With a name like Wah Disney World on your resume. your future Is
defrMely bright. Not onlv will vou eam college recognition or cre<iil.
you'll also be working with one of the most dvnamic companies
1n the world. And that's experience any college graduate could use.
Representatives will be on campus to answer all vour questions about
the Wah Disney World' College Program. where you'll work, earn
and leam from some of the top management mmds in the industry.

Dan~erously

•

lOt • Dr• • •"l ,, , , ,.

•r
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PRESENTATION DATE: ro/ar/97 TIME: 6:30PM LOCATION: Freed Curd Auditorium

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: Gin& Winchester- 502-762-2907

http://www.save.org
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Religious groUps
participate in
Homecoming

What's up doc?

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF WRITEI

The religious organizations
on campus have been preparing for Homecoming. Many of
the groups are setting up
booths at Tent City, some are
planning receptions for alumni, .
and some are building floats for
the Homecoming parade.
The Baptist Student Union is
planning a catered alumni dinner on Saturday at 6 p.m. The
BSU will also be gathering to
go to the parade as a group.
The United Methodist Student Fellowship will be having
an alumni reception all day
Saturday at the Wesley Foundation. They have also entered
the banner competition.
The New Life Christ ian Center will be having a fund raiser
during the parade. The group
is raising money to go to a seminar called Extreme Faith in
Gatlinburg, Tenn. They will be

Kelli Krill, junior from Mayfield, forgoes her studies to spend the afternoon playing wit h her pet bunny, Bonnie,
in the Quad. The warm weathe r inspired her to become one wit h natUre and the animals.

selling refreshments directly
on the parade route.
The University Christian
Student Center will have a decorated wagon in the parade.
They will also be gathering to
go to Tent City.
The Student Pagan Association will also be participating
in the parade. They have decorated a truck and the members
will be walking alongside it.
. Several of the organizations
will also have tents set up at
tent city and will be serving
refreshments. The Lutheran
Student Fellowship will be selling pies, coffee and hot chocolate. Th e Mur ray Christian
Fellowship will be serving
lemonade, baked goods, and
chili and cheese nachos. The
United Methodist Student Fellowship will be selling shish
kebobs. Also, The Student
~agan Association will be selling jewelry and giving tarot
readings.

UCB chairperson has big role in planning Homecoming
BY KRISTIN HILL
CONlltiBUTtNc Wama

Complete with floats, girl
scout troops and bands, participants will walk with hundreds
.. of pairs of eyes staring at them.
Starting at Briggs and Stratton
~ and traveling on Main Street to
Sparks Hall, the MSU Home. coming Parade will begin

tomorrow morning at 9:30.
The
· parade,
in
addition to various activities
for Homecoming, will be the
result of a lot of planning by
Ashley Brooks, senior from
Benton and University Center
Board Homecoming chair.
"It involves a great deal of
planning," Brooks said. "And
most importantly, the lines of

Go Online Now!

~NEw§.UGlmir

communication must be kept
open between· everyone (the
participating organizations) so
that they all know what is
going on.
Many different organizations, including residential colleges, religious organizations
and Greek organizations, will
be participating in the parade.
"Students, faculty, alumni

and the community have opportunities to come out and enjoy
themselves," Brooks said.
The theme of the parade this
year is "Forever Champions." A
competition sponsored by SGA
will judge which float incorporates the theme best.
In addition to its other
responsibilities related to
Homecoming, SGA is responsi-

ble for holding an election for
the Homecoming Qiteen. The
candidates have been chosen
through an interview process.
SGA also assisted Alumni
Affairs with organizing Greek
Row, which will be a new addition to Tent City. Brooks said
Greek organizations are setting
up booths under the same tent,
malting them more accessible
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to alumni.
Though Brooks, members of
SGA and Alumni Affairs have
put in many h ours of work to
make this weekend a success,
they believe the result will be
worth the effort.
"It's been a lot of work, but
it's going to result in a Jot of
fun," said Patti Jones, assistant
director for alumni affairs.
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Students consider price, convenience when purchasing fuel
gas are determined on the open stock market,
which changes daily. Because of the ups .a nd
downs of the stock market, it causes the price of
gas per gallon to change daily if needed.

BY DONALD lAWSON, HARRY ROWEN BASH
AND LORi BURLING
STAFF WIITEI, CONTIIIUTINC WIITIRS

With the semester heading in to midterm,
students have a lot on their minds. There are
midterm finals to study for, scheduling to worry
about and the ever important issue of where
your money is going.
The last thing you should have to worry
about is what your putting in your car's gas
tank and how much it's costing you. But with
the travel of the holidays looming around the
corner, it is important for students to know if
the gas they are putting in their engines is
helping or hurting them.
Octane ratings measure a gasoline's ability to
resist engine knock. Engine knock is a pinging
or knocking sound that results in premature
ignition of fumes in the engine's cylinders.
This can destroy the pistons in the car's
engine due to the pre-detonation of the gasoline
in the pistons. With the different levels of
octane a gas station may offer, it is important
to know which level is best for you car.
The octane rating of each vehicle is given in
the car's owner's manual. It is not financially
advisable to buy a gas with a higher octane rating than stated in the owner's manual.
Darrell Broach, mechanic at the Super Shell
Service station on 12th Street, said the level of
octane you put in your car depends on the num. her of cylinders in your engine. The greater
number of cylinders, the higher the octane
should be, the fewer the cylinders, the lower
the octane, he said.
A car with fewer cylinders, using a high

When Duke & Long places a percentage profit ·
for the individual stations, they take several
things into consideration. Some of the things
that are considered are the transportation
prices of getting the gas from the terminal to
the station, freight weight of the gasoline, truck
hauling expense, insurance policies and repairs
that might be needed for the gas pumps.
Students ·seem more concerned about convenience than price, however.
Shelly Estes, a student from Cape Girardeau,
Mo., said she buys gas at Super America
because it is on her way home.

Danny Voweii/The News

octane gasoline will hurt an engine over time.
The same will happen to an engine with a Jot of
cylinders, using a lower octane fuel.
However, higher octane fuel costs more at the
pump.
Broach said the reason a high-octane fuel
costs more than a lower-octane fuel ~s because
of the additives that are in the fuel. The greater
the additives, the greater the price.
Other than octane levels, a lot of factors are
considered when a price is put on a gallon of
gas.
Many people assume that the gas station
prices the gas, but in reality, the company that
supplies the gas to the gas station sets the price

per gallon. The station itself makes a small
profit off the gas. This is why most stations
either have a convenience store or a repair shop
adjoined with it.
Kathy Henson, assistant manager at the Ashland station on 12th Street, said many gas stations have convenience stores.
"I've been working with convenience store/gas
stations for 10 years, and every store that rve
worked in makes their profit oft' of the convenience store, or in Ashland's case, the restaurant that is run in back of the station: Henson
said.
Duke & Long distributors, of Paducah, supply
Ashland and Citgo in Murray. Their rates on

Another issue the students consider when
purchasing gas is whether or not a station
accepts declining balance.
Belynda VanMeter, a student from Frankfort,
said she goes to Pocket's Shell because she can
use her University declining balance card.
"' go to Pocket's because they accept declining
balance, which is more convenient for me," she
said.

A spokesperson for Pocket's Shell said now
that the station accepts declining balance from
MSU students, gas sales have increased.
Spokespersons from SuperAmerica, BP and
Citgo said they would be willing to look over
the plan of declining balance and maybe offer
the option in the future. Stations such as
Coastal and Ashland can not accept declining
balance because they are independently owned.
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READER'S CHOICE AWARDS
Best buffet

. ..

~

..Best fast food
:
~
:
~

1) Sonic
2) Subway
3) Wendy's
4) Taco Bell
~ 5) Hardee's

.:Best restaurant
: 1)
~ 2)
: 3)
.:

Pagliai's ·
Dumplin's
Dutch
Essenhaus
: 4) Los Portales
: 5) August Moon
I

Best meal under
$10 (non-fast food)
: 1). Log Cabin

1) Sirloin Stockade
2) Log Cabin
3) Shoney's
4) China House
5) August Moon

Best grocery store
1)
2)
3)
4)

Kroger
Storey's
Piggly Wiggly
Wai-Mart

Best pizza
1) Matt B's
2) Azzarrio' s
·3) Pizza Hut
4) Domino's
5) Papa John's
6) Mr. Gatti's

drin~ ..

: 2) Campus Coffee
f Shop
: 3) Sirloin Stockade
~ 4) Rudy's
: 5) T.J.'s
Best beer
•
.•
1) Budweiser
rBest burger
2) Corona
~ 1) Sammon's
3) Rolling Rock
~ 2) Campus Coffee
4) Amber Bock
~
Shop
~ 3) Wendy's
Best place to buy
~ 4) Sonic
beverages

Winners will be published in the Nov. 7 issue of
The Murray State News. All entrants.will be entered in a
drawing for two free tickets to the Nov. 13
Tracy Lawrence concert at StU. Ballots can be dropped
off at the newsroom in 111 Wilson Hall or mailed to:
The Murray State News
2609 University Station
Murray, KY 40271
Entries must be received by Nov. 3.

Circle your favorites, send in this page, and
you could win tickets for ·Tracy Lawrence!
2) Minute Mart
3) Leeder Bottoms
4) West Wood
Warehouse
Party Block
5) Party Mart
6) Liquor World

Best coffee
1) Wag
2) Coffee Shop
3) Log Cabin
4) Sammon's

1) Mac's

2) Super America
3) Jr. Food Mart
4) G & A Ashland

Best radio station
1) 96.9 Paducah
2) 92.3
Jackson,Tenn.
3) 103.7 Froggy
4) 89.7 Hardin

Best first date
1) Wag
2) Cheri
3) Sullivan's
4) The lake
5) The Apple

Best convenience
store
1) Pocket's

1) Cheri
2) Blockbuster
3) Movie World
4) Video Gold

OK, the first two aren't
exactly true but we are
throwing a party.
There will be
an Open House
all day Friday, Oct. 10 at
The Murray State News
in 111 Wilson .Hall.
Refreshments will be served.

CoME ON OuT AND SEE WHAT WE'~E ALL ABOUT
;

Best road trip
1) Memphis
2) Nashville
3) St. Louis
4) Louisville

Best place to .
study
.
1) Pogue Library
2) Curris Center
3) Waterfield
4) Quad

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Miller Memorial
Ken Lake
Boot's Randolf
Sullivan's
Kentucky Dam

Best place to buy
.CO's
1) Terrapin Station
2) Wai-Mart
3) Sunset Boulevard
4) C&R Books and
Music

Best place to go
after class
1) Golf course
2) Parties
3) Bed
4) South

Deliver Ballots to:
The Murray State News, 111 Wilson Hall
Mall Ballots to:
The Murray Stste News
2609 University Station, Murray, KY 42071
c/o "Reader's Choice"

- --Zip----

L .IQUOR

We are celebrating our 70th Birthday ,
this year and we wanted to make it
special.
So, we bribed the judges to
nominate us for
a Pacemaker
for our content.
Then we thought we
would give away ads
in order
to increase the size
of our paper.
And finally we thought
we would throw a big party
for all of our old friends.

1) JC Penney
2) Corn-Austin
3) Dan's
4) The Place
5) O.K. 'Kelly
6) The Edge

Best area golf
course

No purchase necessary. Chances of winning will depend on number of ballots
received. Employees and volunteers of The
Murray State News are not eligible.

Best movie rental

.
~

Best place to buy
clothes

Vote for t e best in our irst
Reader's Choice Awards!

.

.

October 10, 1997

•
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Curd to serve as Grand Marshal
STAFF REPORT

Although Rep. Freed
Mason Curd has appeared in
countless parades, his role in
Murray State University's
Homecoming Parade will be
special.
After all, he will serve as
parade Grand Marshal for
his alma mater. This title is
even
more
significant
because thio year marks the
celebration of MSU's 75th
anniversary.
Curd has had a profound
effect on education in Calloway County through his
dual role as educator and
legislator. His experience in
education spans almost
three decades, with both
administrative and classroom teaching roles.
As a legislator in the Kentucky House of Representatives for the past 27 years,
Curd bas been instrumental
in reforming education
through his support for the
Kentucky Education Reform

Act.
He was the driving force
behind Gov. Paul Patton's
Higher Education Reform
Plan and served as a strong
voice on behalf of Murray
State. He has served on the
House Education Committee
for several years and held
leadership positions there.
Curd holds the title of elder
statesman among the eight
members of MSU's legislative family.
Curd, who was born March
18, 1933, in Poole, spent his
early years in the Blood
River community of wester n
Kentucky with his parents,
Thomas and Octa Nix Curd,
and his older brother,
Garvin. Following the death
of his father in 1946, the
family remained on the farm
a few more years and then
moved to Hazel .
A 1951 graduate of Hazel
High School, Curd entered
MSU before enlisting in the
United States Air Force. Following an honorable dis-

' Rep Freed
Curd:
As Grand Marshal of Saturday's
Homecoming
Parade, Rep. Curd
will continue his
longstanding relationships with
MSU.

charge, he reentered Murray
State in 1957, earning a
bachelor's degree in physical
education and history in
1959. He received a master's
degree in education in 1961.
"The campus was smaller
when I was there, and I
remember that tuition was
$78 one semester," Curd
said. "I lived off campus so I
missed a lot of the social part
of college."
After graduat ion, he and
h is wife, Millie J ones, moved
to Karnak , Ill., where he
taught history and driver's
education and coached boys'
basketball. He and Millie, a
1957 MSU graduate, were
married June 15, 1957. They

complete Formal wear
Headquarters

moved back to Murray where
he continued teaching and
coaching at Cuba and Faxon.
He spent a year working at
Taylor Motors before returning to his teaching career at
Lynn Grove High School and
served as principal from
1969 to 1974. When the Calloway County School System
was consolidated, he continued teaching history, government and driver's education,
as well as teaching homebound students.
He was chosen as outstanding teacher in Calloway County in 1978. Upon
retiring from active teaching, he continued in education as the coordinator of a
federal education grant program and JTPA programs for
the county schools.
Curd has a special place in
his heart for Murray State,
especially since his wife and
three daughters-Tamra Lynn
Curd, Karen Denise Cur d
Steele and Stacey Curd
McCuiston-all
obtained

degrees from MSU. He has
also been heavily involved in
campus functions.
"(MSU) has been good to
my family and the community," Curd said. "Murray State
is the No. 1 employer in Calloway County."
In 1993, the auditorium in
MSU's Collins Center for
Industry and Technology
was named in his honor. He
was named Citizen of the
Year in 1994 by the MurrayCallaway County Chamber
of Commerce. He was selected as a recipient of the Golden Horseshoe award by the
MSU Alumni Association.
He is a member of the
Lions Club, Calloway County Teacher Association, Kentucky Education Association
and the National Education
Association.
Although he doesn't plan
to seek reelection when his
term expires in 1998, Curd
said he plans to stay
involved in the community
in between trips with Millie.

MAKE THE

A piping hot, mouthwatering, fresh pizza piled high with cheese and tatnalizing
extras, could be on its way to you right now. Just pick up your phone and
the call!

Formal wear and Limousine
304 Main st.
Murray
753·f300
759·47f3

~

f f 6 N. Market
Paris
(90f) 642-5300

Wedding~,

Proms, Banquets,
Birthdays and Anniversaries
-<Toll Eree Nationwide>
f ·888·FOR MRJS
f ·888·91UXURY
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Five selected for Homecoming Court
STAFF REPORT

Five young women will be
vying for the queen's crown
at Murray State's 1997
Homecoming celebration.
The MSU Homecoming
Queen will be announced
on Saturday at 2:30 p.m.,
during pregame festivities.
Five candidates were
selected through an interview process. Members of
the student body cast the
votes that select who will
be the 1997 Homecoming
Queen.
Nicole Essner, a senior
from Dexter, Mo ., is sponsored by the Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society. Essner,
the daughter of Kenny and
Debbie Essner, is majoring
m chemistry at MSU and
minoring in math.
Essner has been active in
student recruitment at
Murray State, serving as
both a summer orientation
counselor and a student
ambassador. Last year she
served as a senator representing the College of Science in the Student Government Association.
She is a member of the
Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society, Phi Eta Sigma,
Gamma Beta Phi, the
Order of Omega, and
Sigma Xi (science honor
society). Essner has also
been the intramural officer
and the new member educator in her social sorority,
Alpha Omicron Pi.
Alison Hill, a junior from
Hopkinsville, is being sponsored by the Panhellenic
Council. Hill, the daughter
of Gary and Nancy Hill, is
majoring m Pre-Physical
therapy.
A University Scholar, Hill
is the recipient of the John
W. Carr Scholarship. A
Dean's List student, Hill
has received the High
Scholarship 4.0 Award and
is a member of the PrePhysical Therapy Club.

Last year she served as a
senator-at-large in the Student Government Association and is a member of the
Judicial Board this year
and the Faculty and Staff
Relations Committee. Hill
has also served as a student ambassador.
She is active in the Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority.
Hill has been a member of
the Philanthropy and Spirit committees, was named
outstanding freshman, outstanding sophomore, ideal
new member and most
dependable.
She
also
~erved as the sorority's
sophomore class chair.
On
the
Panhellenic
Council, Hill served as
assistant rush chair in
1996-97, and rush chair for
the 1997-98 year. She was
a contestant in the Miss
Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant twice.
Megan Catherine Kelly, a
senior from Paducah, is
being sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi. The daughter
of David. and Rebecca Carroll and Jim Kelly, both of
Paducah, she is majoring
in elementary education
with a concentration in science.
Active on campus, Kelly
is currently serving as the
coffeehouse chairman for
the University Center
Board, is on the MSU 75th
Anniversary Committee, is
on the Campus Communications Committee, and is
involved in NEA-SP. In the
past, she has served as a
member of the Campus
Life Committee and as
assistant pageant director
of the Miss Murray State
University
Scholarship
Pageant.
· Kelly is active in her
social sorority, serving as
chapter president in 1997.
She has been named outstanding junior, outstanding sophomore, outstanding freshman and ideal
new member by her sorority. In 1996, she received
the Rose in Bloom Leader-

File Photo

The five candidates for homecoming queen are (top row, from left) Megan Kelley, senior from
Paducah, Alison Hill, junior from Hopkinsville, (bottom row, from left) Patricia Maxwell, junior
from Murray, Angie Roberts, senior from Bloomington, Ill., and Nicole Essner, se~ior from
Dexter, Mo. They were selected through an interviewing process from all the nominees.

ship Award.
Other leadership roles in
the sorority include alumnae relations chairman,
awards chairman and preference night committee
chairman. She represented
Alpha Omicron Pi as a voting delegate at the national
convention in New York in
1997 and was a delegate at
the National Leadership
Institute in 1996.
Patricia Ann Maxwell, a
junior from Murray, is
being sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Alpha. The daughter of George and Deborah
Maxwell, she is majoring in
dietetics.
Maxwell
has
been
involved in student recruitmenton campus including
serving as both a · summer
and a fall orientation counselor, a student ambassador for the Department
of Family and Consumer
Studies, and as vice president of the African-American recruitment team.
Maxwell is trea!'lurer of

Alpha Kappa Alpha sorori- vice president; Omicron
ty. In 1997, she received Delta Kappa; and the
the Celebrate Women Alpha Chi honor society.
Scholarship and the Ella
A University Scholar, she
Evans Good Neighbor is a Dean's List student
Scholarship, which is given who has received the Greek
by the Kentucky Extension 4.0 Award, was named on
Homemakers Association.
the OVC Commissioner's
In 1996, Maxwell had the Honor Roll, received the
opportunity to work at the Altruistic Award and was
Summer Olympic Games in named to Panhellenic RhoAtlanta.
Chi. Roberts has particiAngie Roberts, a senior pated in the Miss Murray
from Bloomington, Ill, is State University Scholarbeing sponsored by Alpha ship Pageant and was a
Gamma Delta. The daugh- presenter in 1997 at the
ter of Don and Cathy MSU Senior Honors ·Day
Roberts, she is majoring in and at the Southern
psychology and minoring in Regional Honors Conferorganizational communica- ence in Baton Rouge, La. In
1996, she presented at the
tion.
Roberts is active in Alpha Kentucky Honors RoundGamma Delta social sorori- table.
ty, serving as the standards
She is president of the
chair, ritual coordinator, Psychology Club and landactivities chair of her ed roles in the campus
pledge class, song leader musicals, "Crazy for You"
and co-Bible study leader.
and "Guys and Dolls."
An Honors Program par- Roberts was a member of
ticipant, Roberts is a mem- the MSU varsity volleyball
ber of Gamma Beta Phi team during the 1994-95
Honor Society, · serving as season.
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Tent City to be
held Saturday
STAFF REPORT

Fast facts
Tent City festivities will be held on
the field between Stewart Stadium and Hwy. 641 starting 11 a.m
on Saturday.

Although the Tent City Homecom ing Festival and Re union began
only eight years ago, it has quickly
become one of the mos t popular
events during Murray State Uni- including bratwurst , hamburgers,
versity's Homecoming celebration.
pizza, fish a nd barbecue, as welJ as
This year's celebration will fea- baked goods and other items sold by
ture 26 tents, more than double the student groups.
number in 1989. Participants will
This year's celebration will feagather on the gras sy area in front of ture several reunions, including the
Roy Stewart Stadium to see old Len Fos ter Band, The Murray State
friend s and enjoy the entertain- News I f;ollege News alumni and
ment and food.
various Greek organizations.
"Tent City gives people a chance
"This is a very upbeat occasion
to see a tremendous number of peo- because once people leave the
ple such as former professors and parade, they can park at the stadiclassmates in a very festive atmos- um and go to Tent City," Jones said.
phere," said Patti Jones, assistant "Because it is in a centralized locadirector of alumni affairs. "This tion, they can see what is happenyear, Tent City has been extended ing at the stadium and can go right
an · extra hour so more people will ~ver to the game."
have a chance to attend prior to the
Tent City festivities will take
game."
place regardless of weather condiA variety of foods will be available tions.

INCORPORATED
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT &EMBROIDERY
ACROSS FROM SPARKS HALL
Monday-Friday
10 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Saturday

759-4180

Noon- 5 p.m.
104 N. 15th St.

Sure, we've changed our name over the years.
And we constantly try to make it a better looking paper for the
students, because we're students, and we want it to be a paper
we can all be proud of. Maybe that's why we were nominated
for a Pacemaker award this year,
or maybe it's because 70 years of experience has taught us a
thing or two. This year we are celebrating our 70th Birthday.
And we don't want you to let another 70 go by before you pick
up your next copy of 1be Murray State News.
Present the coupon in the comer of this page for a discounted
subscription to your alma mater's University newspaper.

NEWS ss 0,.,.

r~-~---------------

Playing contemporary
Christian music ... 24 hours a day.
l3l(J 'l,t!ni ~oloal
In concert Sept. 5 at 7:30p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium.
Tickets
are $10.. •in
ad vance.
•
• a'

(Regular pnce $1 5)

a one year subscription to
The Murray State News for all
Murray State University Alumni
when presenting this coupon.
This coupon may be redeemed for credit in Wilson
Hall Am. 111, Murray State University or by mailing il
to The Murray State News, 2609 Unlvers•IY Station,

Murray, KY 42071 Exp. Oec.30, 1997
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1978:
The traditional
• homecoming
. donee was held
at Ordway Hall
and featured
the bandA
Touch of Class.
Though the
dance is no
longer as
strong an
aspect of
homecoming,
for today's
students,
many organizations sponsor their own
dances.

1972:
The theatrical student group Sock and Buskin takes their own look at Homecomir

Through the

.1\~

years·~· co"'~

\\Ol'(\e

Do you
remember?

1981:
Beating out a tune on his drum, Is a member of the Preservation Hall }axz Band. as
the audience dances In the background. The band. which plays nightly In a New
Orleans club, helped to '1axz" up homecoming.

1-fornecoming is tlie traiitiona£fa[[
ce[ebration for tlie a[umni of a university.
'Tiie parade ana tfie footba[[game liigli[igfit tfie weeKsnd's festivities. J2ls Murray
State cefebrates its 75tfi anniversary, 'Tiie
Murray State '}.[f,ws ta/(g.s a foo/(bac/(at
wfiat 1-fornecoming was fiKs wlien some of
our guests tfiis wee/(g,na were stuaents.

•

7

~conung

1964:
Simplicity In design and neatness In
detail was charocterizect by ASA 's
prize-winning float. "Reign Over
Tech!'
The traditional parade continues
to this day and will be held Sat·
urday beginning at 9:30 a.m.

1989:
Mayor Bill Cherry gives the OK to
Dieter Jedan on the bratwurst sold
at the foreign language department tent at Tent City.
Now entering its eighth year,
Tent City has become a fixture
among Homecoming festivities.

Photos courtesy of The Shield

1gs past with their entry in' the parade.

•

1996:
Meredith Major is crowned by 1995 Homecoming Queen Kendra
Jones. Major was chosen to represent Murray by the students.
Major will crown her successor this weekend.

1949:
Marching band members walk in the rain during the 1949
Homecoming parade.

Hon1ecotning
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Homecoming events scheduled
begin in front of Carr
Health. The entry fee 1s
$10. Prizes will be awarded
Murray State University to the finisher in each age
will host annual Homecom- group. For more informa·
ing festivities Oct. 9-11 as tion, call 762-6791.
part of its diamond
The 16th annual College
anniversary celebration.
of Business and Public
The university kicke~ off Affairs Homecoming Bana year-long 75th anniver- quet will begin at 6:45 p.m.
sary celebration in Septem- in the Curris Center Ballber. This year's Homecom- room. Nick King, a 1971
ing theme "is "Forever graduate and president of
Champions."
the Women's Accessories
Today will be filled with Division of JCPenney in
several reunion activities. Dallas, will be the guest
The 15th annual Homecom- speaker. The cost is $13 per
ing Golf Tournament will person. For reservations,
begin at 8 a.m. at Miller call 762-4187.
Golf Course, located six
From 8 to 9:30 a.m., the
rriiles east of Murray. Tee 12th annual College of
times will be from 8 to 10 Education Breakfast will
a.m. and from 12:30 to 2:30 be held at Murray Middle
p.m. For reservations, call School. Admission is $5 for
the golf course at 762-2238. adults and $2.50 for chilAt 5 p.m., the 15th annu- dren under 12. Call 762al "Run for the Racers" 5- 3817 for more information.
kilometer road run will
The annual Homecoming
STAFF R EPORT

parade will begin at 9:30
a.m. in downtown Murray
and will end at the corner
of 15th and Main streets on
campus. State Rep. Freed
Curd, a 1959 graduate, will
serve as Grand Marshal.
Floats, bands and represen·
tatives of various organizations will all be a part of
this traditional event.
At 10 a.m., the Baseball
Old Timers' Game will
begin at Reagan Field
north of Roy Stewart Stadium. For more information,
call 762-4129.
At 11 a.m., alumni and
friends will gather for the
Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion on the
grassy area adjacent to
Stewart Stadium. Entertainment will be provided
by the "Alumni Dixieland
All-Star Band Plus Some"
and the Racer Band. Tents
for colleges, athletics, Uni-

$4 t 9
1

Special reunions will be
held in conjunction with
Tent City-The College
News/Murray State News
alumni reunion featuring
staff members from 1928 to
1997 (see page 10 for more
details), the flfth annual
Occupational Safety and
Health alumni reunion and
t he Physics and Engineering Departmen t . Alumni
Reception.

Lunch
I
11 a.~·- 2 p.m. :
Dmner
1
Sp.m. I

UntverstQ"

r -- --~~~!~~~~~~ru1_____ ,
I
TWO Large
1

:
I

one-topping Pizzas

$••
1.1

Post game activities
include a reunion of the
Len Foster Band (call 614527-9095 for more information) held at Dumplin's
bt;ginning at 6:30 p.m. and
a reception for political science/criminal justice/legal
studies alumni at the home
of Dr. Joe Rose (call 7622661 for information).

Murrayspte

L·~~~ ~~ .!,h!:!! ~:!6.:!:.. _______ ._ _ J

:

Homecoming
pregame
festivities will begin at 2:30
p.m. and will include the
crowning of the Homecoming Queen. The game,
which will begin at 3 p.m.,
pits the Racers against
Austin Peay. Tickets are
$15 for reserved chair
seats, $ }.0 for reserved
bleacher seats, $7 for general admission and · $6 for
children and senior citizens
(general admission only).
Call 762-4895 for ticket
information.

This is a monumental year for the
university and for
The Murray state News. Celebrate
with us by attending the
homecoming festivites.
Tent city begins
saturday, oct. t t at t t a.m.

r--~o~!~~~~!~~~~~~--,
1
Mr. Gatti's All-You-can-Eat
1
:Pizza &: spaghetti Buffet and Dri~
I
,ERg
: Refills on All
I
Drinksl
I

versity Store, Alumni Association, Career Services,
Student Government Association, residential colleges
and reunion groups will
feature a variety of activities and refreshments.
Greek Row will include
tents representing Alpha
Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi,
Alpha Sigm..'l Alpha, Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Sigma Chi and
Sigma Sigma Sigma.

:

Pick-up

:

Only

I

:
Additional Toppings
:
1
$ t e ach per pi:r:ra
~ 1
L-----~~~~~~~2~~~~~~

804 Chestnut sc:.
7.5 Years of Hope, Endeavor and Achievement
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Greeks plan special events
For Greek organizations,
Homecoming is one of the
most important times of the
year. Homecoming festivities
allow active members to meet
alumni that shaped their
organizations into the ones
they enjoy today. In addition
to contributing to their organization during their time at
Murray State, alumni often
continue to support the organizations after graduation. In
an effort to show appreciation
to their alumni many of Murray State'li Greek organizations have planned special
events for Homecoming weekend.
Alpha Delta Pi
Saturday:
• Parade- float competition
•Viewing parade at the Alpha
Delta Pi house at 8:30 a.m., a
reception at the house will fol low
• Reception at Tent city at
11:30 a.m.
• Dance for active and alumna
members and their dates at
Ken Lake State Resort Satur-

day evening
• Tailgating at Tent City at
Alpha Gamma Delta
11:30 a.m.
Saturday:
• Lunch at the Alpha Gamma
• Parade- float competition
Rho house at noon
• Reception at Tent City at • Football game at 2:30 p.m.
11:30 a.m.
• Alumni party at the house
Alpha Omicron Pi
with a band at 8 p.m.
Saturday:
Alpha Sigma Phi
• Parade -float competition Saturday:
and viewing parade at 9:30 • Reception at Tent City at
a.m.
11:30 a.m.
• Reception at Tent City at •Cookout at 7:30 at the Fair
11:30 a.m.
Grounds.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
•Alumni dance at the Fair
Saturday:
Grounds at 10 p.m.
• Parade- float competition
Alpha Tau Omega
• Reception at Tent City at Friday:
11:30 a.m.
• Annual golf tournament for
'alumni and active members in
Sunday:
Alumni/ family picnic on the Benton
Oak Hurst Lawn at 1 p.m.
• Dance at the Alpha Tau
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Omega house for alumni,
Snturday:
active members and their
,. Parade -float competition
dates in the evening
• Reception at Tent City at Saturday:
11:30 a.m.
•Formal meeting for active
Alpha Gamma Rho
and alumni members at the
Saturday:
house in the morning
• Parade -float competition • Parade -float competition
and viewing parade at 9:30 •Tailgating at Tent City starting at 11 a.m.
a.m.

• Dance at the house for active
and alumni members and
their dates
Lambda Chi Alpha
Friday:
• Annual golf tournament at
Ken Lake beginning at 11 a.m.
•Tennis tournament at the
intramural field tennis courts
at 7 p.m.
• Reception for alumni, active
members and their dates at 8
p.m. at the house
Saturday:
•Meet at house at 8 a.m. to
view parade
•TaHgate at tent city at 10
a.m.
• Dance at the house at 8 p.m.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Friday
• Receplion ut the Lodge at
7:30p.m.
Saturday:
• Enter fire truck in parade
• Grilling out at alumni recep·
tion at Tent City at 11:30 a.m.
• Reception at Lodge at 7:30
p.m.
Sigma Chi
Friday:

• Annual golf tournament at
Kentucky Dam Lake at 8 a.m.
• Barbecue at the house at 3
p.m.
• Alumni reception at the
bouse at 9 p.m.
Saturday:
• Continental breakfast at the
house at 8 a.m.
•Tailgating at Tent City starting at 11 a.m.
Signta Phi Epsilon
Friday:
·
• Alumni reception at the
house at 7 p.m.
Saturday:
•Dinner and dance Executive
Inn at 8 p.m.
·
Sigma Pi
Friday:
•Cookout for active and alumni members and family from 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Sigma Pi
house
Saturday:
• Parade -float competition
nod viewing parade at 9:30
n.m.
Sunday:
• Breakfast at the house at 9
a.m.

.

A Great Place to Meet
&
A Great Place to Eat

Bel Air shopping center
753.0440

1OO/o Off with MSU J.D.
All New Expanded
Buffet & Bakery

OPen MondaY · Friday. 7 a.m. till 4 P.m.
Call in Orders: 753·3406
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Check out our delicious specials!

r-,_---------,

99

Large 3 topping for $7
:
:
6" Pan Pizza with 1 topping and a cola-- $299 :1iry one of our s1.de Items
.
:
10" 1 topping Pizza __$399
with your next ordeL
s
sse
99
12" 1 topping Pizza -- *4
14" 1 topping Pizza --$599
~~~~~ sa.ss
GREAT

ADDITIO~JS

pc. order of

Breadsticb

For Lunch:

10 pc. order of

10" 1· topping 1 Coke for $3 99

Buffalo Wings
~10f24

11197 Oomtno'a Pil:za lroc. Coupon not valid will1
any other olfer. Otltf valid With coupon Dilly. valid

I
at partii:lpattllg &101M only CUIIOIT*' pays Nlel
I 1u wnet. applicable Our drivers Cllll'l IHe lhln
I
$20. c..~~ VJJue , /20e.

Carry-Out or Delivery

Now AVAILABLE:

THIN CRUST,

HAND TOSSED,

Si!.99

DEEP DISH

Now DELIVERING!

L-----------.J

Anywhere on Campus.

For Hot and Wow
Call762-4380 Now! ·
Accepts Cash, Check, or Declining Balance.
Featuring our famous pizza, along with Hot or BBQ Buffalo Wings, Cheesy Bread or Bread Sticks.
~

r.-----------------------------------------------,
1Buy
any sub at regular price and add
:
!chips and a drink for $1.
•!
!Expires 10/24
~11J;JiQJ;\'j

I

I

I

L-----------------------------------------------~

Hours:
Sun. - Thurs.
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri. &: Sat.
10 a.m. - Midnight

